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The U. S. Oovernment
Preparing to Intervene?
Marines Were Landed at Havana.-'
Were They Ordered ilack
to the Ship?
CRUISERS HURRIEDLY PREPARING FOR SERVICE
iia,ana, Sept. 14.---The armed sail-
ors. who were landed last night from
the United Staoes cruiser Denver, are
still in their camp.
G.mmander Colwell came ashore
this morning and went to the Ameri-
can legation. Lieutenant Commander
Marcus L. Miller is in command of ,
the party on shore, which has not yet
received orders other than to remain
where they are.
Another Report.
i :Mina. Sept. 24. —T h e marines
landisl yesterday from the cruiser
Denver were ordered back to ship. It
is said the order to withdraw the
• marines came from the president, who•
wa. communicated with at Oyster
Bay. The action of Commander Col-
Bay. and the action of Commander
Colwell in landing manes is a shock to
the administration. Until a full report
is received from him, judgment will
be suspended as to whether he ex-
ceeded his instructions.
It is reported that two U. S. trans-
ports hearing ,a,000 soldiers will ar-
rive today or tomorrow.
President Palma is ready to leave
at a moment's notice and take refuge
in the cruiser Denver should the in-
stogeants attack the city.
Rebels Rapidly Closing
In On Cuban Capital
Havana. Sept. ha —The rebels are
eloaing in on the city from the west
• and south in great numbers. Their
evident intention is to attack the capi-
tal and drive the government out. In
case they arc victorious it is believed
that Palma oill be taken aboard the
Denver. It i• admitted that his life
would be in danger. as the rank and
file of the insurgents are very bitter
against him,
Already there has been lively fight-
ing in the outskirts rif the city. The
situation is very critical, as the gov-
ernment forces seem to have been,
wor-ted in most of the encounters.
- Traffic on the Western Railway
company's line has been stopped by
the insurgent and the postal service
has practically . been suspended
• throughout the country.
Yesterday the rebels Tooted the im-
portant city of Guine,s. which is the
wealthiest agricultural district of
Havana province. It is reported that
there was a desperate fight before the
loyalists retreated, but that they were
overwhelmed.
News of the came kind comes from
Guamajay. an important town on the
borders of Pinar del 'Rio.
The latest reports from Santa Clara
province are that 2.000 cavalrymen
under the rebel leaders Guzman and
Ferrera are iii control of the rural
district between Santa Clara city and
chienfuegea. Railway communication
between these two places is cut. It
was feared at the palace this morning
that thc city of Santa Clara had been
taken, but no deRnite news has been
received yet as to that. It is admitted,
however, that the city is in a serious
a plight.
The insurgents are seizing the prop-
erty of Americans in Santa! Clara
province, with the evident intention of
forcing the United States government
to intervene. They have also burned
bridge on the Cuban Central Rail-
way near Las Lajas, and after captur-
ing a train looted and burned it.
'Cruisers Are Hurriedly ".•
Prepared for Service.
Portsmouth, Va., Sept. 14—The
'United .States cruiser Newark re-
turned from Baltimore this morning.
It was generally understood before
'her arrival that she was to he placed
-out of commission here and eventually
assigned to station ship duty, but to,
sight it is learned that the ship has
been ordered held in readiness and
six months' stores ordered placed
;aboard by early morning, indicating
that she is to be gotten away at
once.
While those in a position to known
are not familiar with the orders of
the Newark as to her destination, it
is generally believed that she is to go
to Cuban waters waters for patrol
ditty. Final stores are being rushed
aboard the Cleveland and Tacoma and
their departure is expected momen-
tarily. . .
The officers of the Newark expected
to get thirty days' leave of absence
when the cruiser reached this yard.
Five days of this leave were cat off
while the ship was at the jubilation
celebration at Baltimore and now it
has been called off indefinitely.
Tocight it is learned that the
Cleveland's officers confidently be-
lieved that they arc going pito Cuban
waters for a long stay. They arc
not in a position to long stay. They
are not in a position to talk regard-
ing their destination, however. The
Cleveland ant Tacoma finished taking
aboard ammunition today and tonight
orders were issued to rush final stores
aboard.
Rebels Propose Terms of
Peace to Palms.
New York. Sept 14.—With nearly
the whole island in their control and
3o,000 troops mobilizing for an ad-
vance on Havana, the Cuban revolu-
tionists, through the New York junts,
today announced the terms on which
they would lay down their arms. Gen-
eral Orestes Ferrara, who is in com-
mand of ics000 men in the Province
of Santa Clara, has signified his ad-
herence local committee, and General
Loynas del Castillo and Brigadier
General Ashert, both of whose forces
in Havana Prorinence are almost at
the gates of the capital, have signed
an agreement to make peace on the
same conditions. This document i3
g in the hands of President Palma.
Senor Menocal, who was called to
Havana by the Palma government in
the hope that he would be able to
stay the hand of the insurrectionists,
is the man who was instrumental in
obtaining these concessions. Two
commissioners, Colonel Parrado and
General Miolinet, were sent into the
elel by him to confer with the rebel
officers and seek some sort of an
agreement. They obtained the signa-
tures of the rebel commanders in
Havana province and are now en
route to Pinar del Rio to present the
matter to General Guerra.
The revolutionary committee al-
ready has assurances that Guerra will
accede to the proposition.
The text of the document is in part
as follows:
"We accept with pleasure the medi-
ation of General Mienocal looking to-
ward an honorable peace We would
propose that the former congress,
which was elected in 1903, or as many
of them as can he reassembled, be
called together and asked to select an
acting president of the result of this
-election.
"As a second step we prnpose that
new eleotions for president, congrtio
and governors of provinces be held,
the ballot urns being safeguarded
against inter;crence "
SON OF LATE GENERAL
FORREST IS STRUCKEN
WITH PARALYSIS
MT. W. J. FOTTC3t, who lives at gao
North Eighth street, last night receiv-
ed word that earlier ill the day Mc.
W. N. Forrest, of Memphis, Tenn.
a son of the late Gen. N. B. Forrest
had been stricken with paralysis and
was in a serious condition. The many
friends of the distinguished general
as well as the friends of a fellow citi-
en, Mr. W. J: Forrest, will regret to
l( am of the affliction of the son and
sousin and hope for him a speedy re-
covery.
$7,000 FOR LOSS OF A LEG.
401•10.••••••=.
Heavy Judgment Against the Illinois
Central.
Leitchfield. Ky., .Sept. 14.—After
strong legal contest of three days
Z. 'I'. Procter, a prominent lawyer of
this place, was awarded $7,000 dam-
ages against the Illinois Central rail-
road company today for the lose of ̀a
limb by being run over at Spring Lick
three years ago.
Mr. Precter was represented in the
case by Judge Matt O'Doherty, of
Louisville, ex-Circuit Judge T. R. Mc-
Beath and John S. Grayharti, of this
city, w-hile the railroad company was




City Engineer Washington is rush-
ing hithself and aSsistants to prepare
much street improvement work yet to
be done this year. Among the work
to be done is the graveling of Nine-
teenth street from Broadway to
C ••• la to the Mayfield
road and Twenty-second and Twenty-
GRAHAM WAVED
EXAMINATION
WHEN CASE WAS PRESENTED
IN POLICE COURT YES- I
TERDAY.
third strets from Mildred stret to the, WAS CHARGED WITH MUR-Hinikleville road, which improvements
are being urged by the people and
have already been contracted for.
There is much other street work but




AS ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN OF
, THE CARNEGIE LIBRARY
MUCH REGRETTED.
Popular Young Lady Has Tendered
Her Resignation to Take
Effect Oct. r.
Miss Rubie Corbett, the talented
and occomplishes librarian assistant
at the Carnegie Public Library this
city, resigned her office at the meet-
ling of the board of trustees at the
Carrtegic Public Library laernight, to
the extreme regret of the board, the
resignation to take effect October ist.
Her services as Assistant Librarian
commenced with the organization of
the library, two years ago. To a
course of special training in the duties
of her office, she is endowed with na-
tural capabilities, which have peculiar-
ly fitted her for the position which she
has filled to the eminent satisfaction
of the board of trustees and the
patrons of the library.
By her exceedingly greedy.] and
obliging manners she has greatly en-
deared herself to the library officers
and the reading public, and by her
diligent regard for the wants of li-
brary, readers she hes contributed to
the deserved popularity of the inati-
tution, which has become one of the
most attractive, useful and beneficial
popular resorts in the city.
In choosing her successor, it is
hoped that the board of trustees will
elect one equally as capable. attractive
and popular. 
•As an evidence of the esteem in
which she is regarded, the following
complimentary resolution by the
board of trustees in accepting her
resignation will testify:
Resolved, by the board of trustees
of the Public Library, that the resig-
nation of Miss Ruby Corbett, from
the office of assistant librarian, is ac-
cepted by the board with extreme re-
luctance. By her capabilities, her very
charming manners, her fidelity to the
duties of her office, and the very
efficient way in which she has per-
formed the requirements of her posi-
tion, she has greatly endeared hetself
to the board of trustees, the offscers of
the library and its reading patrons,
and has contributed largely to the
usefulness and popularity of the
library.
Add resibgnation of miss Corbet.
The board alsd considered the re-
quest of the Medical society for priv-,...
'lege to hold its ga:herings in the lec-
ture room below the library and de-
clined to grant the request.
A committee from the Episcopal
church board walk heard upon the
subject of a driveway from Kentucky
avenue to the rear 'of the library
building and the chtliech, for the
handling of fuel, etc.. and a commit-
toe with power to act was named fo
have the driveway htflt and to de-
cide upon the character of material
to be used.
'though it is made to appear above




ING W. W. RAWSON.
•
Large Docket Composed of Malicious
Cutting, Obtaining Money, Ar-
son. Drunks, Etc.
Judge I'uryear had a crowded dock-i
et yesterday morning. The
mostly were old ones.
Interest centered in the charges of
murdir and house breaking against
Jim Graham, the young ferow who
is alleged to have killed Claude Bess
and who is said also to. have broken
into Tyler White's store. There was
a motley crowd present expecting to
bear the evidence in the murder cast.
but Graham waived examination in
both cases and went back to jail to
await any action of the circuit court
after indictment by the grand jery.
Charles Snell, the bar tender, was
arraigned for assaulting W. M. Raw-
son, the Shawneetown. II. visitor,
last Monday night. Owing to the fart
that his attorney is engaged in the
inving case he asked for and got a
continuance until 4 p. m., but for the
same reason the case hol to then
over until Monday. He made the $soo
bond fixed in his case today and was
released.
Celia Daniels. colored, for marc-
iou.s cutting Oscar Randolph also
colused, was dismissed. The evidencg.
in this case was most conflicting. The
ooman swore she was not present
to cut Reynods and the man swore
she was and that she did the cut-
ting, though he could not tell when
nor -bow. He had a physician pres-
ent to prove he had been wou.nded
and doubtless with a knife, but he
admitted that he did not know he was
cut until sometime after he had the
alleged trouble with the Daniels
woman and they had parted. The
jedge passed the cage up as too un-
certain for any decision as to guilt.
Lester Parks. for obtaining money
under false pretenses. was held ,to
the circuit grand jury in the sum of
$too bail. He went over to the big
to stile.
John Pete Eaker. who had crue•ly
beaten a mule, was mulcted. for "j2
eta! costs. Eakcr is an old colored
hostler and seemingly too frail to
badly injure a mule especially, but the
evidence was against him and so the
hue was marked down as stated.
Butler Fandeau, who assaulted and
ccrsed Aline Harris, had a $25 fine
and costs p'aced opposite his name.
The assessment sent him to the
chain gang to make atonement.
The other cases were as follows:
George Randolph; petit lareeny, con-
tinued, Will McMurray. receiving
stolen goods, continued; Grace Ben-
ret, colored, for being n accomplice
in attempting to burn Mastic Mar-
tin's house. continued; Will Tucker,
cclored, obtaining money by false
pretenses. filed away; Sas. Ligons,
John Armstrong, colored, immorality, T. M. Davis and W. D. Bishop,
dismissed; Frank Just, Thad Wil-ipublishing fa!se and malicious libel
Luang. breach of peace. • continued; ' continued by commonwea:th.
Jchn Ally, colored, disorderly con- Will Stanley. aiding a prisoner to
duct. dismissed; Oscar Roberts, petit
larnecy, continued; Alonze Pollard.
colored, disorderly conduct, contmu-




Portland, Ore., Sept. 14.—State Sen-
ator*Franklin Pierce Mays, ex-Repre-
sentative Willard L. Jones and George
Serenson stand convicted in the Blue
Mountain Land fraud case. LOVING CASE WAS NOTThe sealed verdict returned by the I PLE7-'ED YESTERDAYjury at 1:4; o'clock. yesterday '- -e • EXPECTED.
V 7'. ":1'. •
opened this morning, ending an three
defendants guilty of conspiracy to de-
fraud the government of lands in con-
nection with the creation of the Blue
Mountain forest reserve.
Counsel for the defense immediately
gave notice of the intention to move
for a new trial and were allowed time




TODAY'S TESTIMONY IS EX-
PECTED TO FINISH HIS
PRESENTATION.
Plaintiff May Have Inning on Monday
—Witnesses May Spend
Sunday Here.
In the Worten-Register case on
trial at Srhithland another day (yes-
terday) was spent in hearing the
evidence for the defense. The num-
ber of witnesses examined indicated
that the defense might conclude its
testimony today, or come very near
doing so.
More than likely the majority of the
witnesses as well as the litigants will
come to the city this evening to
spend Sunday with their families. Mr.
Wilhelm and his party who have had
to remain until today are expected




The second 'annual grand hall will
be given Tuesday evening, Septem-
ber 18 at Wallace Park by Heartease
Lodge N. 33. Auxiliary to the Broth-
erhood of Locomotive Firemen.
3t
Partners' Institute Meets.
A melting of the McCracken County
Fartnet!ls' Institute will he held this
afternon at o'clock at the office of
Bonds fic Pweli, oo and 3o4 South
Second street, this city. There. is
work of interest and a large attend:
ince IS expected.
made to take effect the 1st of Or-
tcber it was tendered to take eKeet at
onee. The board named the date giv-
en and Miss Corbett will likely eon-
tiro e in office until the 'iime named.
Court Notes.
(Livingston Banner )
Circuit court grinds out another
week without any very important
business being transacted. Many cases
have been continued and none tried
by jury on the criminal docket. The
jury came back Tuesday and has been
engaged on the ordinary or common
law docket.
Of the criminal cases disposed of
:he following arc the most important:
N. L. Hart, rape continued.
John Walker, causing libel to be
poh!ished, continued by defendant.
J. V. Bauer, fraudulently disposing
of mortgaged property, continued by
defendant.
Jas. Fa Chittenden, contempt of
court, continued with summons for
the defendant, instead of a bench
warrant.
Robt. Culver, publishing malicious
libel, continued on . account of the
sickness of defendant.
Mrs. W. H. Mann, administering
poison to another, continued.
The Nesting Industrial Company,
failing to file statement, fined $too
on a plea of gui'ty.
Geo. Devers. voluntary manslatight-
er, continued by defendant.
Grover Garner. furnishing liquor
to a minor, continued.
Harvie Davidson, gaming, contin-
ues!.
Frank Hardesty, selling liquor.
centinued.
iBudilie Chipps, malicious cutting
tried by jury and given one year in
the penitentiary.
escape, continued.
Rev. T. J. Newell. of Broadway
Mlethodist church, went to Smithland
yesterday to testify in the Worten-
Regiaiter case for the defense.
Police Judge E. H. Puryear goes
to Smithland again today to attend
circuit court there as a witness in the
Worten-Register suit. He expects to
return this evening.
szq CUDAHY PLANT BURNS.
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 11 — The big
packing plant of the Cudahy Bros.'
Packing company at Cudahy, Wis.,
six miles south of Milwaukee, is burn-
ing. At 10:30 o'clock tonight the fire
was said to be under control, but was
still burning.
Patrick 'Cudahy estimates that the
loss will reach about fs400,000.
One mars killed while fighting the
fire, and several firemen are said to
have been severely injured.
The big building in which the lard
refinery, beef house, glue works and






AN EARLY VEREICT IS
THE GENERAL PREDICTION
BUT TWO SPEECHES TO BE
MADE, FOLLOWED BY
INSTRUCTIONS.
Startling and Somewhat Sensational
Evidence Introduced Yes-
terday.
Th'e Lovinrease is-still before the
circuit court of the county. It was
not given to the jury yesterday. as
was thought probable the evening be-
fore and so intimated in The Regis-
ter yesterday, but it wil be conelud-
ed today. There are but two speechea
to be made and instruction givgn by
the court and this will pass the case
to the jurymen. An early verdict it
the general prediction.
The taking of the evidence in th,:
case was resumed when court con-
venea yesterday morning and this
was continued until the afternoon.
The defense finished and then the
istate and defense were heard bref
ly in rebuttal.
Sensational Evidence.
The oniy new evidence introduced
came in the afternoon and was pre-
sented on behalf of the accused. This
evidence was somewhat sensational
1,anct was startling to the prosecutior.
coming unexpected,
The new witness was Mr. Robert
F. Farmer, the tobacco dealer who
lives at 233 North Seventh street
(sot J. W. Farmer, as the Sun :act
evening stated). a brother of Mr. J.
W. Farmer, the well known tobac-
co warehouse man.
In giving his testimony Mr. Farm-
er in brief stated that on the mornatg
of the shooting of Rose by Loving
he went into the hallway of the Fra-
ternity building, having business with
a tenant, and in passing down the
hall came upon Rose just about the
time he was shoving a blue looking
pistol into his hip pocket and to note
that he placed a handkerchief over
it and as he passed him heard him
mutter that he "worrld nna, get even
with that  Loving."
Soon after this observance, said
the witness, be heard of the shooting.
having in the meantime left the Fra-
ternity building.
Mr. Farmer was asked why hs did
not tel these facts at the first trial
and said he did not think that under
the facts of the shooting as he under-
stood it his evidence was needed, and
that he also did not wish to get mix-
ed up in the case and be annoyed by
having to appear as a witness.
Later,' when asked if he had at
that time tIod of his observation to
an yone and he said "Yes, that he
had spoken to Mr. W. B. Kennedy
the tobacco braker, with whom he
was associated in a business way, and
also to his brother." He added fur-
ther that after the first trial of Loving
and his (to him) surprising convic-
tion he had thought over the matter
of telling what he had seen and con-
cluding c should be so callel upan
eluding he should, so cared upon
them with the 'fact and at their sug-
gestion said nothing to any one else.
Staggei4ed Prosecution.
This testimony rather staggered the
prosecution, and they asked for a
forthwith attachment for Mr. Ken-
nedy and he was soon at the court-
house. He was not called to the
stand, however, though the defense
consulted with him for a whi'e in the
clerk's office. The defense did not call
him as they could not afford to thus
qt estion their own witness, but they
kscw he would have corroborated
the statement Mr. Farmer made of
having told him (Kennedy) at the
time of what he had seen.
The testimony of Mr. Farmer was
so strongly corroborative of that of
Loving and others for the defense
that it was clear that it placed a new
phase upon the case and its endin,
The evidence having all been eon-
c'uded early in the afternoon the
court announced that he would grant
five hours on each, side far the argu-
ment and soon the speaking hail been
commenced. Judge Campbell Flour-
itoV was the *first to speak in hhalf of
'(Continued on Page Five.) i
•
IRON MOUNTAIN Ipopulation numbers scarcely too, and
, for several years ,until two months
ago, even the postoffice was abandon-
and the feW remaining people re-
ORE DEPOSIT NOW EXHAUST- ceived their mail at Middlebrobk, three
ED AFTER BEING WORKED 'miles south. At present there is not
FOR HALF CENTURY.' •
l
a single store or business instituoion
in Iron Mbuntain.
A few of the old dwelling houses
Dissolved Company Has Taken $7,- remain .tnute - and pathetic witnesses
000,000 From Mine—The Town of a greater past. Bluegrass has
Becomes a Ruin. Igrown -tip in the old streets to the
doors of the deserted dwellings, and
the grass affords fine pasturage for
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs, which
roam the deserted village.
Iron mountain itself—what remains
of it—presents many features of curi-
ous interest. Passengers on the Irop
Mountain railroad ,when the trains
pass the little-station, are attracted ,by
a curious slope of red soil east of the
tracks. This+ Ibtg mound, !scarcely
eighty feet high, is all that remains
of Iron mountain. The surface is
ridged and gullied by the rains ot
many years. Here and there may be
seen the ruins of the old furnaces and
reduction plants, the blacksmith
shops, the old "company store," the
deserted Catholic church, the joint
Masonic and Odd Fellows' hall and
other structures that tell of a former
city.
Climb Worth While.
Tourists frequently stop off at the
station to walk or drive about the
abahdoned works, but they seldom
take the trouble to climb to the top
of the old red mound. This climb
will repay any visitor. -One of the
most remarkable lakes in the world—
two of them, in fact—may be seen in
the crater in the mountains. After
the bulk of the mountain had been
washed down by hydraulic pressure to
get out the ore, great bodies of rock
were blasted from the interior of the
mountain, starting at the top. These
huge holes went down several hun-
dred feet, the rock being rich in iron.
In this crater-'ike opening in Iron
mountain proper there is now a lake
about two acres in etxent, and there
is a similar lake in Little Irqn moun-
tain. The latter is smaller in surface
area but deeper than the former, the
water being 25o feet in depth and per-
fectly clear. It is a beautiful lake of
cold water, fed by veins far down in
the mountain. On each side the walls
of stone rise at places to a height of
TOO feet. Along the edges at sloping
points grass has managed to grow.
The lakes make a picture that should
woo the landscape artist.
A few of ohe old-timers who yet re-
main at Iron nountain tell remark-
able stories of the richness of the ore.
They will show the visitor pocket-
knife blades, nails, horseshoes, books
and rings that were beaten out of the
native ore without smelting at a black-
smith shop. The authenticity of these
claims is well supported by reliable
men, who actually saw the blacksmith
hammering the ore into objects of
tme.
Nothing is left of the famous Iron
mountain save a mound. and a mem-
ory. The circuit court of St. Francois
county dissolved the Iron Nlountain
company recently upon unanimous
petition of the stockholders, and the
ai•Set's have been ditide'd and the con-
cern gone out of existence. That was
the ultimate and final end of Iron
mountain as a mining proposition.
says a Farmington, Mo., correspond-
ent of the St. Paul Pioneer Press.
After half a century of action and
inaction, ups and downs, rapid growth
-and still more rapid decay, this most
celebrated iron mine in the world, a
mere wart on the surface of southeast
missouri, which paid more than $7,-
000,000 in dividends throughout its
output of the basest and commonest
of metals, enters irrevocably the past.
Iron mountain, however, stil lives
and will live in history. It belongs
to .the romantic record of world de-
velopment; it is an interesting chap-
ter in the book of material progress;
it had to do with the making of
mighty enterprises and the growth of
states and the spreading of civilization
into frontier places. Nothing in the
whole history of iron mining opera-
tions- in- the United. States or else-
where has occupied quite such a con-
spicuous place as during its active life
did Jron mountain, the inexhaustible
hill of ore that played out.
Fifty years ago government ex-
perts pronounced the iron ore in the
mountain. "practically inexhaustible."
Twenty-five years ago there were ex-
perts who held the same view. It was
believed that the entire mountain
above ground and far into the bowels
of the earth beneath the surface of the
surrounding valley was a mass of al-
most solid iron ore, averaging 65 per
cent pure iron. Thirteen years ago,
however, the Iron Mountain company
suspended operations on the extensive
scale of the preciding quarter of a
century, and since then the taking out
of ore has been carried on but spo-
radically and in comparatively small
quantities. There is still some ore
left in the remains of the mountain,
but not enough to work in paying
quantities.
Paid Nearly ow Per Cent.
Though the enthusiastir expecta-
tions of the earlier geologists were
not to obe realiezd, the fact that the
Iron Mountain coMpany, capitalized
at $3.000,000, paid nearly 200 per cent
dividends on its capitaliaztion in about
twenty-five years of active operations
shows that this played-out mountain
was by no means a failure. From a
hill 228 feet high, its base covering
about soo acres, and from an adojtn-
ing knoll ctIled Little Iron moun-
tain .much smaller in area, a produc-
tion of $7.000,000 in iron is in every
sense remarkable.
NNIlhen Iron mountain first began to
yield ore, sixty-one years ago, its lo-
cation was practically a wilderness.
The country was but sparsely settled.
The roads were merely dim trails
the rocky hills. There were, of course,
no railroads.
It was not until 1858 that the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
railroad was built from St. Louis to
Iron mountain, and a little later ex-
tended to Pilot Knob to haul the ores
to St. Louis.
For many years the company main-
tained an immense blast furnace at
Irondale, twelve miles north, where
millions of tons of pig iron were man-
ufactured. This furnace founded and
built the town of Irondale. which be-
came almost a deserted village about
oilrty years ago, when the ftirnm-e
closed down, but latterly has recov-
ered considerably as a farming com-
munity. For miles in every direction
from Irondale the heavy timber was
cut off and burned into charcoal for
use in the blast furnaces.
Thirty or forty years ago the coal
wagon, with a huge bed built in the
shape of a barge, the sides sloping
outward, was a familiar- sight on the
country roads. The , timber was
burned to charcoal in pits on the
land where it was cut. These pits
were merely stacks of wood, built up
to a height of about twenty bet, coni-
cal in shape, and covered with leaves
and earth. Fires were started in the
interior, and the wood was burned to
a char.
Wood Cut for Charcoal.
The Iron Mountain company owned
land reaching two and rine-half miles
in every direction from Iron monn-
tain. The wood- from this land was
cut off for charcoal, and the company
also purchased the timber from thous-
ands of acres owned by other partieR
and made charcoal of it. Since the
abandonment of the furnaces a new
growth of trees has succeedele th
once heavy forests, hut most o the
timber is still too light to be used for
lumber.
The, town of Iron Mbnntain .in its
palmy days, was a mining camp of
unique ,interest. Though the town
contained approximately 6000 people,
including perhaps 2000 miners and
ftirnace hands, there was practically
no rowdyism. About fifteen years
ago the town began to dwindle, and
after the practical suspension of op- ,
THE MECHANISM OF
A THUNDER STORM
The following description, in popu-
lar language, of the formation and
phenomena of an ordinary sunwner
thunder storm is from an article con-
tributed to Amateur Work (Boston)
by Frank P. Smith. The' author first
states that such storms as this are
usually local, seldom traveling more
than a hundred miles from the point
of origin. He goes on to say:
"The formation of. such storms be-
gins generally in the morning of a
hot day with a fairly high humidity.
The heat of the sun causes an ex-
pansive upward movement of the
moisture-laden atmosphere, which,
noon reaell.g the cooler heights, is
condensed into misty wisps of clouds
These ,nebulous beginnings increise
in size until, about noon, or soon at-
ter. they have reached a towering
siez and the Conti masses extend to
a great height and assume the so-
called a'nvil' shape of the well devel-
open thunder storm.
"This anvil shape of the clouds is
the result of air currents which have
developed coincidentally with the
cloud masses. The preliminary wind
quail is probably caused partly by
the cooling of the atmosphere lying
within the shadow of the clouds,
which has been deprived of the heat
of the suna, and. further, by the air
movements which result from the up-
ward motion of the central air cur-
rents.
As the heated and moisture-laden
air rises in the center of the Cloud
mass, it eventually reaches the cool-
er region of the upper air, and conden-
sation of the moisture follows anst
continues until minute drops of rain-
are formed. These droplets unite to
form larger drops until they are of
such a size that their weight causes
them to fall to the ground. * * *
"These rain drops undoubtedly be-
come electrimlly charged upon their
surfaces ,and the potential of the
charge increases as the smaller drops
unite to form larger ones. When
the magnitude of the cloud is con-
sidered, it will be apparent that these
tnyriads of minute charges in the
movement or falling serve to give to
the adjacent atmosphere a tremen-
dous electrical charge, which. break-
ing down the resistance of the air, dis-
charges to earth, for` which it has an
affinity by reason of its being of op-
posite polarity.
"Hence the lightning flash, or hith-
er a flashes, as what appears to eye
as one irregular flash is frequently
several fia-hcs or surges. Two or
more flashes frequently unite near
the earth tO form one intense flash(
erations in 1893 the dwindling pro- itthe intensity and disruptive effects of
'cess was quite rapid. At present the 'which are familiar to all. The great-
er number of flashes do not reach the
earth, but exhaust their energy in'
breaking down the air gaps between
adjacent sections of clouds. * **
"The thunder results from the vio-
lent vibrations of the air oaused by
the lightning flashes, which in breaks.
ing down the resistance of the air
create a vacuum of an extent depend-
ing upon the intensity of the Hash.
The air rushes to fill the voids thus
caused, creating violent (vibrations,
which travel long distances, and do
not differ in character from other
sound waves, but are of greater amp-
litude than ordinary because of the
greater forces causing them. The ve-
locity at which sound travels is about
I too feet a second, a rough approix-
mation being five seconds to the mile:
from which one may readily calcu-
late the distance of the flashes."
GANS AND NELSON MAY
MEET AT GOLDFIELD
LATEST ADVICES SAY THAT
RICKARD WANTS BAT AND
THE MOKE FOR AN-
OTHER MATCH.
(By Sol Plex in Chicago Examiner.)
Gans and Nelson again seems to
be the latest program of the Gold-
field Athletic club, according to the
statement made yesterday by Tex
Rickard, who brought the last show
to its successful consummation. This
despite the statement directly after
the fight that Battling Nelson would
never again be allowed to perform
•n the mining camp because of his
tactics in he last battle.
But when it comes right down to
cases there are mighty few men that
the promoters can use against the Bal-
timore Moke. The talk of matching
Britt with Gans was the rankest kind
of bunk. Jimmy would stand no more
show against Joe Gans than a kitten
against a bull terrier, and everybody
knows it. Of course, James Edward,
being a wise young fellow, is willing
to take a tine loser's end for a lack-
ing. but the fans dont' want that kind
of game, for it would be a battue, not
a battle.
So when casting about for an op-
ponent for Gans what can the poor
promoter do but figure on Nelson?
Outside of Nelson there are few that
stand a chance. Perhaps the best
match that could be made would be
to pit Herman against the negro. The
Kid is willing and anxious, and he
is looking for no losers' end, either.
He and his manager think that Gans
can be beaten and that the Kid is the
boy who can turn the trick.
Now, Herman has yet to be beat-
en since he has started his upward
climb, and there is no reason by he
should not be given a chance with the
inkspot. If rot Herman, then who
else but Nelson.
GIRL MUST MARRY TO
INHERIT VALUABLE LAND
Will Cuts Off Son, but Gives Fiancee
A Rich Wedding Gift.
San Francisco. Sept. 14.—Miss
Caroline Ernmerling of Johnstown
Pa.. consents to marry George Greg-
ory of Centerville. Cal., she will re-
ceive as a weddingi gift a va'uable
strip of real :estate which adjoins the
Hotel Gregory in Centerville. If Miss
Emmerling refuses to wed she will
receive absolutely nothing from the
$3o.ocio estate left by the. late Henry
C. Gregory. a prominent hotel pro-
prietor of Centerville, who died Aug-
ust 27.
The e'der Gregory's will was filed
in Oakland and contains many
strange provisions. First of all he cuts
his son off with a paltry $too and
then puts it up to Miss Emmerling
to decide whether or not she shall
sifare the family fortune If the lady
titcides to marry him the son, George
Gregory, will not only win a bride
but a valuabe bit of real estate.
'POCAHONTAS.'
Romantic D'rama Founded on the
Life of the Beautiful In-
diana Princess.
"Pocahontas- is the name of a
new romantic drama written by
George Frederick Viett„ which is
shortly to be produced thrAghout
the country, after which it will set-
tle down at the Jamestown Exposi-
tion the new drama will be produced
an elaborate manner, and as it is
based (ma story (ff which the world
never tires, it is bound to prove a
lasting attraction.
The seen ry for the play will be
special'y painted, the artist visiting
jmnestown to secure sketches of the
original scenes. The costumes will be
historically corrent in every essen-
tiol. and will be Very gorgeous aft,n•
the manner of the period.
Cll. of Glass Smashed.
A car in the I. C. R. R. yard
yesterday struck a ear loaded With
glass and consigned tia.the Langstaff-
Orme Manufacturing Company. The
car and glass were both well de-
molished The glass Was "plate" and
the hiss wi I he several hundred dol-
lars.
Read the Daily Register for New6
't
ARISTOCFtAC1 OF ITALY.
One Noble Lord Who Waa • Street
Scavenger, Another a
Waiter.
There is an old Venetiail adage
which says: "Conte che non coats,
non conta niente" (A count who
doesn't count (money) doesn't count
for anything). And this cynical propo-
sition represents fairly well the senti-
meat of the modern Italian.
In that country the general feeling
toward the titled aristocracy is, I will
not say one of contempt, but at best
of utter indifference. The lesser sort
of titles are regarded as almoa- value-
less, even by their possessors. And
now a new and rising aristocracy, sup-
plied from the ranks of industry and
commerce, are displacing the families
of ancient and resounding name, the
members of which fall into obscurity
and at times into fulfilling the most
menial offices.
I have known a case of • noble lord
who followed the Interesting occupa-
tion of a street scavenger. In a cafe
In a certain Italian town I was habit-
ually served by a waiter with the title
of count and a name famous in Vene-
tian history. And I am personally ac-
quainted with a lord of ancient line-
age whose title descended from a fa-
ther engaged in the avocation of rail-
way porter.
In general the aristocracy of Italy
are miserably poor. They make a
brave show, but tehind the splendor
of personal trappings and adornments
there is often the shadow of bare
dwellings and empty cupboards. This,
in Italy, is possible and easy, for in
that country 11.e is passed in the sun
and air, and the obligations of hos-
pitality are much less stringent than
In England.
The gilded youth of Venice, who, in
the immaculate habiliments of a Beau
Brummel, and with airs of lords of
principalities, swagger across the Plan
as San Marco, and set the hearts of fair
visitors fluttering with their magnifl-
mere and majesty, contrive to do all
this on something like three francs a
lay.
The daily turnout In the Corso or on
the Pinot() at Rome has a splendor lit-
tle inferior to those of the Camps
Elysees or Hyde Park, yet not a few
of these languid ladies and gas, cav-
aliers are better acquainted a :h the
painful yearnings of an unsntisfied
stomach than any British mechanle
regularly earning his £2 a 'stet_
ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE.
Unwaveringly Constant and Atteo•
hive to the Comfort of Ear
Husband.
The Chinese wife is nearly always
constant, chaste and affectionate. Chi-
Cnese stoike to owell on the lo
of wome 
ve
I has no limit. This, says
the Pilgrim, Is why widowhood is
revered and suicide, on the part of
the bereaved woman, is not condemned
in the old classics. It is tecanse of
this general acknowledgmeat of the
unwavering cooatancy of s :yes that
the fickle woman Is held up to scath-
ing satire in their plays and proverba
It "Is from a Chinese story :hat Vol-
taire drew his inspiration to: the tale
of the woman who promised her hue
band on his death-bed that she would
not marry till his grave wa-a dry, and
was found next day fanning the mound
to neaten the drying process.
Much of this oontsostmea.t on the
part of the Chinese Isomer, may, se
doubt, arise from the oomr-on inter-
est of the husband and wife In the
crewing family. You will often see
fathers wheeling baby carrl- 7es along
the streets, just as you ma/ see old-
er sisters carrying the Ho's fellows
or mothers taking them on a visit to
their neighbor for a mutur.I compari-
son of baby ailments and engaging
traits. Until his school aye begin
the little boy does abcut as pleases,
but as soon as his days of a tidy begin
he is put under very strict discipline
Girl babies are less weloonie arrivals
In a family than their little brothers.
especially if there be several of them
already. Among very poor people in
time. of fam.n", gle.s ere sometimes
sold into slavery lay their parents both
to rescue the rest of the family and
the girls themselves from starvation.
The lot of the slave girl is a hail,
one. She has none of the rights of a
rree woman. But it cught to be added
'hat the Chinese look on this custom
with great disfavor. A slave owner
Is nearly always a thoroughly hated
individual In the community.
Webster as a Kelp Gatherer.
It did not take Webster long to dis-
cover the value of kelp or seaweed as a
lei tilizer. He carted tons of it upon his
exhausted ,,and. In addition, he
manured his land heavily; he even
spread menhaden on some portions of,
the farm. lie was, in the, a scientiflo
farmer who was corstantly experiment-
ing with soil, fertilizers and the succes-
sion of ero;:s. He wrote to his overseer
frequently from Washington, planning
the care of the soil and the crops. dis-
cussing the best treatment for different
portions of the farm in the light of peat
experience. For example, in. one letter
he said: "We have made some mis-
takes, but must hope to grow wiser.
Never again sow small grains on long
manure. Put that down as one maxim."
—Ccuntry Life in America.
John Brown Cottonwood.
One day in 1857. John Brown, the fa-
mous; abolitionist, rode up to the Ben-
ton place near Effingham, Atchison
county, and dismounted. He carried In
his hand a switch which he had cut from
a cottonwood tree. This he tossed aside,
and later Mrs. Tier,u)n stuck it in the
ground at the bowl/ doer of her little
house. It took roc* and grew. It at now;
a huge tree, and Is known in she neigh-
Arlipcid ea "Ike Joba brawn Antis&
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
ORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
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Leave Central City 





Leave Horse Branch 
-  • 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Islortonville  •.4 • • • • 
1 432::0853  ppp.:m.m.m. 





Leave Pr'nceton  455 p.t; 
94:4  pi)..tnull I t :ao a.m..
7:oo p in.
Leave Hopkinsville 
2:27 a.m. 2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  6:zo p.m. 3:4o a.m. 4:15 Pal:I- 
.M.Leave Paduzah  6:15 p.m.
A./rive Fulton  7:20 p.m. 
3:45 a.m. 4:20 p 
6:oo p.m.4
8 3:°6 1 p 
:5 a
Arrive G•bbs, Tenr.. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson, __. ....  . AL.•- 
7
•L 0..........11 • •





 56 1_30:5  mp 
a.m.
: .
Arrive New Orleans 





NORTH BOUND No. 102
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis  0:45 Lin.
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  807 a.m.
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  ii :ao a.m.
I.eave Paducah  11 :25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  1239 pm.
Arr•ve Hopicinsv:Ile  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 11 m.
Arrive Evansville  3:45 Psi.
Arrive Nortonville  i :A p.m.
Arrive Central City  265 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:66 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  '4:55 p.m
Arrive Louisville  5:35 P.m.
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NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive CarLondale  4:25 p.m. 8:40 p.m.
Arrive Chicago .  6.3o a.m. 6:3o a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:20 a.m.
SOUTH BOUND No 3os No. 37s
7:45 a.m. 9:40 P In
Leave Chicago  2:50.a.m. 6:20 p.m.
leave Cabondale  11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.m
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m. 11:00 a.m.
Leave St. Louis •
•
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
NORT BOUND lot -8o1 135-835
Leave Nashville  S:ro a.m.  
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 MIL 6:40 a.m
Leave Princeton  a:35 p.m. 7:45 am. 
ArrivePaducah  4:15 p.m. 9:25 a.m
Leave Paducah  6:1s p.m. 5r30 Cm
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m. 1 1 :to p.m.
firrr've St. Louis  7:20 a.m. 4:30 Pan
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. p-in
.•••
SOU7I1 BOUND 122-822
Leave Chicago  6:30 p.m.
Leave St.Leeis   CM P.m.
Leave Cairo  6:00 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m.











9:23 PI= • •
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 10.3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati..
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tiains Sot and 822 sleepers betweess
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8ot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Acent, Union Depot, Padtcah, Kw
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A... Daiwa, mt.




PADUCAH REAL. Er. ' .. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM Mgt
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WNTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURI1/41A1. AND PRICE JST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .7.
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Says Their Respectability Is a Cloak
for Sedition-Land Program
Alarms Radicals.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 14.-The pro-
posed meeting Of the Constitutional
Democratic party has been prohibit-
ed by Premier Stolypin. M. Stolypm's
deci•;on was reached after the atti-
tude of the Constitutional Democrats
t!••• 'aro parliament and their pre,-
ent .activity had beau discussed ex-
haustively by the cabinet.
According to a prominent member
of this party who vis:ted the premier
to secure his support for the ,meeting
M. Stokypin said he considered the
Constitutional Democrat.; to have
been an undesirable party in parlia-
ment because their -respectability
was a cloak for highly dangerous
set1;ti-n and criticism.
The premier much preferred the
group of toil, because men like Al-
ladin and Zhikin were at least out-
spoken. The . government and the
world at large knew just where to
place them.
This decision has been communi-
cated to the committee of the party
located here. Preparation. are already
under way to hold the meeting in
probably at Helsingfors.
The activity of the administration
in putting its land program into force
is a source of considerable alarm in
the camp of the Constitutional Demo-
crats. The organs of the party ad-
mit tl'at the anuitint of land to be dis-
tributed is a dangerous factor in win-
ning the support of the peasantry.
In pursuance of the policy of
strengthening the loyalty of the
guard regiments the Pavlovsky regi-
ment was feted yesterday at Peter-
hof. The regiment was reviewed by
the emperor, whot afterward entertain-
ed the officers at luncheon.
WOULD SETTLE LAND HITCH
Archbishop Ireland Visits Washing-
ton Regarding Philippine Affairs.
‘Vushingatn, Sept. 14.--Archhish-
op Itreland, accompanied by Bishop
O'Gorman of South Dakota, called
at the war department today to talk
with the officials regarding the set-
tlement of the 'questions that have
arisen in the Philippines in connec-
tion with the ownership of the lands
and buildings lately in possession of
the religious orders.
The municipal authorities are claim-
ing the property on the ground that
the lands were tilled and the buildings
erected by the labor of the people,
exacted by the church lien of money
taxes The fact that the lands have
been occupied for many years past by
squatters without payment of rent
has complicated the settlement.
The absence of Secretary Taft in
Canada and Assistant Secretary Oli-
ver, who has gone to the joint en-
campment at Fort Riley, prevented
the callers from accomplishing any-
thing definite and they will make an-
other visit to the department at a
later date.
RHINO. A CURIOUS BEAST.
Hide WII Flatten a Bullet, but a Mos-
quito Can Pierce it.
While the circus menagerie is pri-
marily intended for the smaller cities
where zoological gardens are un-
known, those who visit the Barnum
& Bai'ey Greatest Show on Earth
these days say it is surprising how
large a percentage of people linger
in the zoological department, even
after the performance has begun in
the great amphitheatre. The Barnum
& Bailey zoo, by the way, islosaid
to be notably complete and interest-
ing this season
One of the latest additions is a bi-
horned African rhinoceros. This is
said to be one of the finest of the
very few specimens of thie strange
animal pow in captivity. Although
still young, its hide lies in great folds
and ridges over its strong and mas-
sive frame .and its eyes twinkle sus-
piciously in cavities that are almost
lost in the undulations of its great
head. One horn is quite short; the
other extends from the upper part of
the snout, forming a strong. sharp
and dangerous weapon of offense or
defense. And well he knows how to
use it. The keeper who-dared to en-
ter his cage during one of the unac-
tountabe fits of bad humor that per-
iodically seize upon this curio among
beasts, would be a hero, for the
chances of ever com:ng out alive
would be infinitesimal. 'The hide of
the rhinoceros is so tough that a
leaden bullet will flatten against it,
and yet, curious' to say, a mosquito
can annoy the rhinoceros and drive
him into a furious temper, and in his
wi'd state he often covers himself
with mud to prevent the insects from
stinging him. Another curious fact
is the arrangement of the horns,
which are not fastened to the skull,
tut held in place simply by the
hide.
George Conklin, the superintendent
of the Barnum & iBailey menagerie
considers the rhinoceros the most
dangerous beast in the circus zoo.
"A tiger," he says, "is a playful kit-
teu in comparison to the rhinoceros.
He is bad instinctively and his mur-
derous instincts are not only &rested
against the human kind but also
against al other animals."
Notwithstanding this ferocity-and
here is the strange anomaly in the
animal's character-the Barnum &
Bailey rhinocero is described as very
playful and will spend hours rolling
a great ball, or balancing it on his
nose. Visitors to the Barnum & Bai-
ley circus when it exhibits in the
city of Paducah will have their at-
tention called to many other remark-
able animals. A mammoth hippopota-
mus, four giant giraffes and a hun-
dred cages of other wild beast are in.
eluded in the collection
DRY KILN
TO BE BUILT BY THE MERGEN-
THALER HORTEN
BASKET CO.
Building to Cost $5,000, and Will Be
Erected on Ground Ad-
joining Factory.
The Mergenthaler-Horton Basket
company, through its manager Mr.
John L. Meyers, yesterday leased
from Capt. J. K. P. McCarthy, a five
hundred foot tract of land adjoining
the factory site and will thereon put
another large dry kiln for the drying
of baskets after manufacture. The
leased site is valuable and .Capt.
McCarthy preferred to let it out that
way rather than sell it. The Basket
company will expend about $5,000 on
the new dry kiln and the hOuse will
be the property of Capt. McCarthy
when the lease has expired. The
work of constructing the kiln build-
ing will be commenced at the earliest
possible date.
BIG CRAWD ON HAND.
South Kentucky Fair at Glasgow
Provi ng Great Sue cezs.
G'asgow, Ky., Sept. 14. -1 he
South Kentucky Fair Assoc;at;on .3t-
gan its forty-ninth annual e.chibit;or.
here Wednesday with flattering pros-
pects. The attenance was one of the
largest for the first day- this day be.
Mg designated "ladies day" -r many
seasons, there bein; several thons-
and present.
The ladies' driv; tg contest was the
closing of the day, and was by far
the most exciting ard inter-sting t.ng
shown. Four young ladies. Misses
Jennie Jean Smith Eff.s Lyons, Mat-
tie Franklin and Alice G.ttnett, were
the contestants, and fo- more than
an hour the yolno ladteg drove amid
the cheers of their friends and ad-
tnirers. Three times the. y ung ladies
were called to the ptiges' stand, on-
ly for the judges to tie and send them
driving again. Finally the judges
were forced to make a decision on ac-
count of night vpproathing and the
time for closin..; acing passed. Miss
Jennie jean South, daughter of thc
Hon. Basil Smith. was the winner.
LIQUOR MEN SOT EXCLUDED
Great Council of Red Men Refuses to
Keep Them Out of Order..
Buffalo. N. Y., Sept. 14.--An at-
tempt to amend the constitution of
the Iinproved Order of Redmen to ex-
clude liquor dealers. saloon keepers
and professional gamblers from the
order made at Niagara Falls yester-
day, where the great council of the
otganization was in session, was un-
successful. A two-thirds vote was
necessary to the adoption of the
amendment. The vote on the propo-
sition stood: Ayes, go; nays. 84.
NEGRO HURT.
Brought From White Plains to Rail-
road Hospital.
Yesterday Peter Clark, a laborer,
was brought here from. White Plains,
Ky., and placed in the railroad hospi-
tal suffering with a broken arm and
a badly sprained left hip. The wan
was hurt at the I. C. station named
while at work loading is car with
merchandise. A train was trying to
make a side track at White Plains and
coming in rather fast toppled over
a car loaded with lumber. Some of
this lumber caught Clark as he tried
to get out of the way and crushed him
to the ground with the result stated.
He was rescued unconscious but soon
revived. Though not an employee of
the road he was brought here for at-
tention from the company. Though he
will be laid up sometinse he is not
regarded as in a dangerous condition,
Colored Man Died at Hospital.
Richard Watson, colored, died of
the mumps at the Rai'road Hospital
Thursday night. He was a section
hand and worked for the I. C. R. R.
and came from Covington, Tenn.
His body is being held awaiting the
preders of his relatives.
Ballet girls are. Cupid's stepsisters.
DOCTOR CURED
OF ECZEMA
Maryland Physician Cures Himself of
Eczema with Cuticura Remedies,
Prescribes Them and Has Cured
Many Cases Where Other Formulas
Have Failed - Dr. Fisher Says:
CUTICURA REMEDIES
POSSESS TRUE MERIT
" My face was hfflicted with eczema
In the year 1897. I used the Cuticura
Remedies, and was entirely cured. I
prir•tir!ne., physician and very
often prescribe (Animus Resolvent and
Cuticura Soap in cases of eczema, and
they have cured where other formulas
have failed. I am not in the habit at
endorsing patent medicines, but when
I find remedies possessing true merit,
such as the Cuticura Remedies do,! am
broad-minded enough to proclaim their
virtues to the world. I have been prac-
ticing medicine for sixteen years, and
must say I find your Remedies A No. 1.
You are at liberty to publish this letter,
or any part of it. I remain, very truly
yours, G. M. Fisher, M. D., Big Pool,
Md., May 24, 1905."
CUTICURA-THE SET, $1.
Complete Treatment for Every
Humor from Pimples
to Scrofula
Bathe the affected parts with hot
water and Cuticura, Soap, to cleanse
the surface of crusts and ecaios and
soften the thickened cuticle; dry,
without hard rubbing, and apply
Cuticura Ointment freely, to allay
Itching, irritation, and inflammation,
and soothe and heal; and, lastly, take
Cuticura Resolvent Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood. A single set, costing
but one dollar, is often sufficient to
cure the most torturing, disfiguring,
Itching, burning, and scaly skin, scalp,
and blood humors, with loss of hair,
from infancy to age, when all else fails'.
Colieura goo, Se. Oistesot, Roorlogg (211
giro of Obsolete Coomd PUlo, Ile. pow idol at Ohara sold
IS. world. hoar Drw4 sal Chas. Corp.
▪ bordwa.
hoo, .1low Or airs Tonedes, orapeagnum. es Lima Ogg Age
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•:* THE FADED
GRAY JACKET
+ + + + + + + +
Fold it careiully, lay it asIde,
Tenderly touch it, look on it with
pride;
For dear must it be to our hearts
evermore,
The jacket of gray our loved soldier-
boy Wore.
Can we ever forget when he joined
the brave band,
Who rose in defense of our dear
Southern land;
And in his bright youth hurried on to
the fray,










Fold it up carefully, lay it aside,
Tenderly touch it, look on it with
pride; •
For dear must it be to our hearts ev-
ermore,
The jacket of gray our loved soldier
boy wore.
His fond mother blessed him and
looked up above,
Commending to heaven the child of
her love;
What anguish was hers mortal tongue
may not say,
When he passed from her sight in the
jacket of gray.
But her country had called him, she
would not repine,
Though costly the sacrifice placed on
its shrine.
Her heart's dearest hopes on its altar
she lay ,
When she sent out her boy, in his
jacket of gray! I
We laid him to rest in his cold, nar-
row bed,
And graved on the marble we placed
o'er his head,
As the proudest of tributes our sad
hearts could pay,
"He never disgraced the dear jacket
of gray."
Then fold it up carefullY lay it aside
Tenderly touch it ,locik on it with
pride;
For dear it must be to our hearts ev-
ermore,
The jacket of gray our loved soldier
boy wore.
-MRS. R. H. PIGUE
BLUE GRASS FAIR. LEXINGE
TON, KY.
On account of the Blue Grass fair,
Lexington, Ky., the Southern rail-
way will sell excursion tickets from all
of its stations in Kentucky on Sept.
17 to 22, inclusive, at rate of one first-
class fare, plus Use (minimum soc)
for the round trip, with return limit
Sept. as.
Unusually fine exhibits and inter-
esting races have been arranged for.
Everyone should attend the Blue
Grass fair.
For complete information call on
your local ticket agent.
Curiosity has been the most potent
factor in the world's deveio
We dont' pick up many bargains in
experience, sister.
RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH
Marked Galmon Retaken in the Cs-
lumbia River After Four
Years.
"What is believed to be the best evi-
Nines of the eflicieney of artificial
propagation of sermon that has ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative
to Lhe oiier.Lion of the hatcheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Commissioner Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Post-latch-
fencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tails
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery
"When the hatcheries were, placed
In operation on the Columbia river a
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned to their native epiterning
grounds, and In what length of tlme.
"The marked fins and tails received
by Mr. Kershaw were found to be sal-
mon that were turned out of the Kala-
ma and Chinook hatcheries four years
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 1901. The fish were
marked in a manner that leaves ns
doubt of this fact. The small bones In
the fins were cut down and a hole
punched in the tall. The cutting of
the bones in the fin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his finger
-it never grows out loath).
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the artificial propaga-
tion of salmon was commenced on
that stream, and the past several year*
has demonstrated that it has been re-
stocked by some means.
"While only a part of the fish were
marked when released from the hatch.
.rtes, the fact that one trap owner on
the river found at least 100 of these
salmon during the past season is con..
elusive evidence that artificial propa-
gation is the only solution of the prob-
lem to prevent the depletion of the
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kershaw asked a number of
the Columbia river eannerymen and
trap op-rat -s to watch for the marked-
salr i., bo. ''ring the rush of the
I' It parently.overlooked,





Liaised at. x1_1 : . large number
of sockeye aced in the Nook.
sack and Ski. Avers.
"An air pump has just been installed
In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
success of hatching salmon and to
keep them alive running water is es-
itential. The air pump keeps the wa-
ter in the aquariums bubbling all the
time as it runs through the tanks and
off into the Insets."
Not Star Spangled.
Tar and feathers is not a peculiarly
American institution, as has been sup-
posed. It was Richard the Lion Heart-
ed who first proclaimed this punish-
ment. It was when, he was setting out
for the third crusade that he gave
warning that "a robber who shall be
convicted of theft shall have his heal
cropped after the fashion of a dham-
pion and boiling pitch shall be poured
thereon and the feathers of a enakton
shall be shaken out on hies, so that he
shall be known." At the first landing
be was to be set ashore, no matter
waere the ship might land, and the ab-
sence of a rail was doubtless due to a
lack of that sort of fence. Perhaps the
western continent may still lay 0111101
to that sort of punishment, but the
tar and feathers are no longer OUP
OW 3.
Ugly Deer in Vermont.
It is seriously affirmed that farmers
In the northern part of Rutland county,
would like permission to kill a bus
ugly deer that would weigh dressed
300 pounds and has immense horns.
This terror of the woods, they may,
chases men to cover, will not yield the
right of way when be meets teams in
the road, and in devious ways makes
himself dectdedly -unpleasant. He re-
cently paid a visit to • Castleton farm-
er and, when ordered away, refused to
leave, although seven other deer that
were with him turned and fled when
the farmer and his dog went out. The
big deer, however, was In no humar
for debate, and promptly chased the
collie into the barn.-St. Albans Mar
senger.
Greedy Seagulls.
A Nanaimo fisherman had a uniede
experience with a flock of seagulls sev
sral evenings ago. He reached Nasal-
me in an open boat containing two
tons of herring. While uptown the sea.,
guPs took possession of the boat. Os
his return all but 60 flew away. This
number had so gorged themselves with
herring that they could not fly, but
hopped about in a state of helplessness
The fisherman finally climbed into the
boat and lifted them overboard. They
were able to swim with an effort, and
most of them went ashore to recover
town the efforts o their feast Taco:
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110 203, 205 S. Third
GUI TIMM
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tion to William J. Bryan. Dates of
sale, Sept. io, ii, and train No. 104 of
Sept. 12, igo6; limit Sept. ts, 11906.
Round trip rate. $6.0. • •
Toronto, Ont., Patriarchs Militant
& Sovereign Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. FM
Dates of sale September 12th to 15th
inc:usive, 1906, limit September 24th.
1906; by depositing ticket and pay-
ing fee of $t and e*tension can be
secured to October 24th, goti Round
rip rate $22.o.
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Dates
of sale September 30th to October
6th. 1906 inclusive, limit October 8th,
,906. Round trip rate $8.5o.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember 30th. October 1st and 2nd,
too6. limit October 6th, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Lexington. Ky., Fall Races: Dates
cf sale October 2nd to 13th, 1906
inclusive, limit October 14th, 1905.
Round trip rate
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR, LOU-
ISVILLE, KY.
For the above occasion the South-
ern Railway will sell excursion tick-
ets from all its stations in Kentucky
to Louisville on Sept. ts to 22, in-
clusive, with return limit Sept. 84, at
rate of one fare plus 25 cents for the
round tri p(minimum Soc.)
A large number of interesting at-
tractions have been arranged for, in-
cluding Liberstti's band, trotting and
running races, interesting agricultur-
al displays, etc., Every one should,
avail themselves of these low rates
to visit the above fair.
For complete information call on
your local ticket agent
+ +++++++++++++
• Kentucky Fair Dates.
tl- 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. Al. -11- AI 4. Ah 46 4. 4. 4,
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville-
Septembe;17-22.
Sebree, September 18-5 days.
Hartford, September i9-4 days.
Henderson, September 26-4 dirs.
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 daYo•
Pembroke, September 27-3 days. ..
















LEMON, r RANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR -
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED - STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAAPLE or
CHERRY., IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BXOADW A
"Is Speedman a good chauffeur?"
"Good? Say! He caught a man
yesterday that every motorist in the
city has had a try at and missed."-
Judge.
•
Arbella-Oh, yes, we can trace oar
ancestry far, far back, ever so far-.






At Register Building, 523 Bro
adway
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasur
er
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Sec
retary
Entere,d at the Postoffice of Peed'',
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year f5-00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months   1.35
One Week  -ro
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to




We are authorizea to announce
a A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYEAR.
es a candidate for the office of City
Jadge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
so.
saturday Morning, Sept- Ie, 1906.
Obscene Language on Streets.
When a man, walking along the
street with his wife, mother, sister or
some other fellow's sister hears a
crowd of roughs using obscene
language be feels very much lilde
stopping the toul mouths forever, and
there are many instances on record
where the man has taken the law
into his own hands with more or
less disastrous results—both to the
offender and the offendee.
Many of the cities are making
especial efforts to put a stop to the
disgusting practice. Police Judge
Puryear of this city, is well pleased
when such an offender is brought be-
fore him, and always "soaks" the
fellow to the full fine limit.
The little city of Smithland has
taken up the matter and is pushing
it vigorously. The Banner of Thurs-
day has the following:
"One of the best reforms ever in-
augurated in this town is the de-
termination on ttke part of Judge
Cowper to put a'Aolop to the vile, foul
language on the streets. Of course
there may be some kiokers who op-
pose this movement, but the best ele-
ment of the citizens are in favor of
it.
"Judge Cowper sounds the follow-
ing warning:
"Complaint having been made that
city ordinance No. 16 is being vio-
lated, I take this means of notifying
you that the violation of this ordin-
ance must and shall cease, and have in-
structed the marshal to compel a
strict observance of the ordinance, as
well QS all others, or the penalty will
be inflicted. The following is the
ordinance referred to above:
"Ordinance No. 16.—The hoard of
trustees of the town of Smithland.
Ky., dots Ordain AA lettOwST "if
Wy, does ordain as follows: "If
any person shall use any
Boisterous, Profane or Obscene
Language within the Corporate
limits of the town of Smithland,
he shall be lined One Dollar for each
offense. and each oath shall be
deemed a separate offense."
"A strict observance of the ordi-
nance will save you money and me
the trouble of imposing the fine.
R. B. COWPER, Police Judge."
The Law About the Sabbath.
(Louisville Post.)
The laws concerning the observance
of the Sabbath are the sante today
that they were twelve months ago,
and the same today as they were
when the mayor undertook their en-
forcement. One thing has been gained
during this time and that i: a judi-
cial interpretation of the law relating
to the sale of liquor on Sunday.
Another thing has been gained. It
is the commital of the liquor deal-
ers' association, known as the Mutual
Protective association, to a policy (in-
dependent of the Sunday opening)
which will make for the good of the
public. This association proposes to
exclude from its henefits men that vio-
late the law, and it co-operates with
the officers of the law in enforcing the
provisions under which liquor is sold
in the city of Louisville.
It is notorious that the lawless sa-
loons bave in the past been the cen-
ter of criminal activities. They have
been the resort of thieves, the refuge
of scoundrels. For protection given
certain of these saloon's in work of
this kind they have, in exchange. co-
operated with the lawless police in
padding the registration lists, in rob-
bing the, ballot box and in driving
honest citiezns from the polls.,
The Mutual Protective association profound," but gives him credit (or ,of any value at Thaw', trial. e
Mee: - 111.
proposes to separate the saloon busi-
ness from politics, --and we believe
it can be said that the recent agita-
tion has brought home to the reputa-
ble saloonkeeper a recognition, of tHe
necessity for drawing a distinction
in this business, as in others, be-
tween the men who live by the viola-
tion of the law.
No authority exists anywhere for
issuing a license to anyone to sell li-
quor in the city of Louisville on
Sunday. As we understand the Mu-
tual Protective association, they
.have not done this. They have mere-
ly insisted that if soft drinks can be
sold by the drug stores they may be
sold by the saloonkeepers.
It remains to be seen how far the
mayor will continue in the perform-
ance of the duty he is sworn to carry
to a conclusion. If he abandons now
the position he has taken heretofore
for the enforcement of this law the
governor will again be called on to
exercise what power the law gives
him, and if that power is not suffi-
cient the intimation is that the legis-
lature will be asked to meet and en-
large it.
The question presents two phases:
In the first place, What shall we do
to secure the enforcement of the law
as it is today?
In the second place, what changes
in the law are necessary to bring to
its support a united public sentiment?
The mutual Protective association
is asking a modification of the pres-
ent law so that the saloons may open
for the general conduct of their busi-
ness at i o'clock on Sunday. That
permission cannot be given by the
governor nor by the mayor nor by
the courts. The court of appeals has
deeded that the law forbids the sale
of liquor on Sunday, and it is in the
power of the legislature alone to
change that law.
Mayor Barth undertook to suspend
it in so far as it related to the hotels.
Then Mayor Barth was overruled by
his board of public safety. In cer-
tain districts the police made no ef-
fort to do more than see that. fhe
front doors of the saloons were
closed. Certainly as it stands the
law has been brought into contempt
by the men who are supposed to be
texcuting the law.
The Packers Not Ruined.
(Courier-Journal.)
After the revelations made as to
packing house conditions it was given
out that the business of the packers
had received a terrible blow, from
the effect of' which it would not re-
cover foe, ea hang time. The report
made ..kelthe -bureau of statistics for
July aglesioreehe first seven months
of thaf--,idaz year does not seem
to bear out these pessimistic utter-
anceS-•
Tha.shipment of packtag house pro-
ducts from Chicago during July, 1906,
amounted to ao3,z52,000 pounds, as
compared with 192493.74 in July,
Igoe, and 136,660,716 in July, 1904.
During the seven months ended with
July the shipments amounted to n-
675436,262 pounds, which is nearly
three hundred million pounds more
than in the corresponding period of
last year.
The packers, however, say that the
increased domestic trade in July was
due mostly to the great cotton crop in
the SdutH and the absence of yellow
fever. There is an abundance of mon-
ey in that section, with correspond-
ing advantage to trade. The exports,
they say, are still pretty low, but the
trade is recovering.
Of course, the packers are still sen-
sitive to criticism, and were inclined
to represent its effect as more disas-
trous than it really was. The obvious
thing to do is to remove the reasons
for Such criticism, for whatever sto-
ries are ill-founded are not likely to
be of permanent disadvantage. It is
the truth that hurts worst in all such
cases. It is apparent that with im-
proved conditions the packing busi-
ness will not be hurt for any length
of time. It n as the meat sold at
home of which complaint was princi-
pally made, and that sort of business
has positively increased.
voicing "the verdict of that whole
new civiliaztion which has grown up
-in the Mississippi valley, the soundest
section of America." His pleas for
arbitration ,thirsks the Daily News, are
"unanswerable."
But the London Daily Mail crit-
icizes Mr. Bryan in much the same
manner that American papers opposed PAUL O. STENZLAND YIELDS
to his doctrines criticize him. The WHEN TOLD THEODORE IS
Mail is suspicious of the "silver; UNDER ARREST.
tongued" orator To quote: ,
"A gieat speech on such a subject
is easy to fnake. If the theme be YOUNG MAN DID NOTpeace, nothing is easier to praeticed
or silver-tongued orator than tO ap-
peal to the holiest feelings by the use
of noble phrases; if it be .war,,. the
task IS even less difficult to the speak-
er possessed of the necessary equip-
ment. Words, winged and golden,
flow from the lips Of the gifted and
eloquent practitioner, and his audience
is lifted up into a rapture of glowing
emotion, on the one side or the other,
as the case may be. The skilled ora-
tor is as certain of obtaining his ef-
fect as the well graced actor. The
effect is essentially an effect of the
theater, and the means employed arc
essentially the same. And tile speech
is so frequently but gu. exercise of the
orator's art, it is so often merely the
result of being unable to resjst the
temptation of an occasion, that the
tart itself, the oldest in the world, has,
in this country and in these days, fall-
en into a certain disrepute among the
more serious and intelligent classes
of the community. We are shy of
the silver-tongued -orator, we distrust
the great platform performer unless
he is also a great tadministrato'r; our
best men in public life are not or-
ators, but men of affairs and men of
business; they make business speeches
which have a practical purpose, and
they relegate the mere orator to the
baser function of catching votes."




Seven years ago the National City
bank, owned by Standard bilinter-
ests, bought the custom house in
New York under the provisions of a
special act of' congress. The govern-
ment was to occupy the building un-
til the new custom house was fin-
ished, and to pay an annual rental of
4 per cent of the purchase money.
The sale was supposed to have tak-
en place when James Stillman, the
president of the bank, gave to Secre-
tary of the Treasury Lyman J.
a check for $3,215,000, which was all
but $50,000 of the sum agreed upon.
Mr. Gage gave him a receipt, and
then handed the check back to Mr.
Stillman, to be put on deposit for
the government in the National City
bank—an agreeable financial transac-
tion between friends.
By law Secretary Gage was required
to turn the proceeds of the sale into
the United States treasury, and when
congress called him to account it was
discovered that the holding out of the
$so,000 made the transaction incom-
plete. New York awakens .now to
the reason why the transaction was
nOt completed. 'YR A
The City bank has continued to re-
ceive from the government, the ten-
ant of the old custom house, the sum
of $130,600 a year, and has received
in seven years $914,mo. The munici-
pality of New York makes demand
upon the City bank, therefore ,to pay
taxes on the building, but the City
bank retorts that it owes $5o.000 on
the property, which still belongs to
the government, and government
property is exempt from taaxtion.
•
Some may be able to understand the
situation in Cuba, but to the average
man it is, to say the least, rather
mixed. Altho it has been repeatedly
denied that the United States would
intervene, a number of marines were
landed at Havana, and ordered back
again, and a warship is in the harbor.
her guns turned on the city. while
President Palma is ready to take
refuge on 'said warship.
United State government officials
.; y this rovernment will not inter-
vene, but it is reported that warships
and transports are being fleshed to the
coast of Cuba.
Since the above was put in type
another telegram has been received
stating that the marines have not been
ordered hack on the warship, but are
still on Cuban soil, so, "you pays your
money and takes your chore" of the
reports.
The Murray Ledger heartily in-
dorses Hon. John K. Hendrick, stat-
ing editorially:
"In making special mention of the
candidacy of John K. Hendrick for
the office of attorney general we do
not believe that we are better alile
to do this than by reprodsreing the
editorial announcement which ap-
peared in the Pachicah Register last
The ecItorial as reproduced in
full.
British Views of Mr. Bryan's Oratory.
The following expressions of the
British press on Mr. Bryan's oratory
are given to show how the "Great
Commoner" is regarded across the
"pond."
Commenting o is. speech before
Interparliamenta union- the Man-
chester Guardian declares it was "brit-
iant" and believes that his resolution,
which formed the text of his speech,
was "the most remarkable resolution
carried at the conference." His speech
"made a great impression," says the
St. James Gazette, and for this rea-
son: "It was not only eloquent, but
it shadowed ,forth a high ideal, and
speeches with that dual attribute are
sure to touch the imaginations of
men." To quote further:
"In stating the case for arbitration
among nations from the loftiest point
of view—stating it, moreover, in sil-
vern speech—Mr. Bryan aroused in
his hearers a momentary enthusiasm
for the brotherhood of man and the
cause of universal peace. Seeing that
that was the effect of his words, we
regret his audience was limited. .For
the cause is one whoch can be well
served by inspiring eloquence; and
until the inspiration of peace touches
the heart of mankind the progress of
arbitration will he hampered."
The London Daily News not only
speaks of Mr. Bryan as "a visitor from.
'the. new Western America, whose in-
fluence on the world is destined to be
Chorus Girl Examined.
New York, Sept 14.—Edna Good-
rich, an actress who has ben spoken
of as flowing a great deal about the
circumstances that led up to the kill-
ing of Stanford White by harry
Thaw, was examined by Assistant
District Attornear Garvan. Miss
Goodrich, according, to infOrmation
that came to the district attorney's
office, introduced Evelyn Nesbit to
Thaw and was one of Standford
White's friends. M. G-arvan said
that she knew northiug that would be
TURN AGAINST FATHER
CUT TO THE QUICK BY STATE-
MENTS THAT HE BE-
TRAYED FATHER.
Eight Joint Indictments Charging
Embezzlement Returned Against
Directors of Bank.
Chicago, Sept. 14.—Paul 0. Stens-
land is sailing west to 'save his son.
He is now on the Atlantic, aboard the
Prinz •Adelbert, which sailed from
Tangier yesisertlay.
Instead of the betrayal of thr father
by the son it developed yesterslay
that the boy had been faith-
ful and that it was the faither's love
for him that made the fugitive turn
his back upon freedom and become a
willing prisoner.
That is why Theodore Stensland
was not indicted by the grand jury,
and that is the weighty reason that
the state's ai:orney had for not send-
ing in an indictment against the
young man..
i.terrsland was in a land where the
laws of the United States could not
touch him. He was facing two Chi-
cagoans who had no right to molest
him. They were left to their wits
to bring the father home.
"You are a coward to run- away
at home, said Harry Olson to Stens-
alansind.leave your son to face the music
"My boy? Is he in trouble?" anx-
iously asked the father.
"In trouble? Why, he is under ar-
rest," replied Mr. Olson.
Comes to Save Son.
Tears came streaming down the
face of the old man. He IsSgged for
details of his son's trouble.. He was
told that Theodore haa hen taken
before Justice Severson and was held
under a bond to cev,.ait the action of
the grand jury.
"And for me," the father wailed.
Seated in his office in Chicago As-
sistant State's Attorney James J. Bar-
bour was anxiously awaiting for in-
formation about this time. Hie heard
from over the water. A smile came
over his face and he said:
"They are working the son racket
strong on Stensland."
"You have no right to irterfere with
me," said Stensland to hi. captors.
They realized the fact.
"Do you want to see your son go
to prison" they told him.
"No, no, no!" moaned the distressed
father.
"You can save him by coming with
us," they declared.
"I will go to save my boy," he re-
This is the complicated interna-
tional matter that engrossed the
country tee days since This is the
etxradition matter that was before the
state's attorney. The s de question
before the attorneys and Harry Olson
and James Keeley was:
"How can we get Stessland homer
Shows Willingness to Come.
Extradition was out 0: the question.
The Sultan of Meiroceo was not
friendly to America. It depended up-
on the will of Stenslead and upon
his will alone. A key had to be found
to this will, and that key was Theo-
dore Stensland.
It unlocked the situation.
A father's love, reaching with a
wireless message of devotion to his
favored boy, was greater than the
law' of the savage land, it was great-
er than the hope of freedom. Stens-
land looked to the far South %here he
had planned going. He lingered over
the prospecei,f freedom and the main..
jtenance of his rights in Merocco.
! Tc) the south was freedom andhope
To the West his boy and the
.prison.
, Wherefore. Stensland is sailing
west.
And—
: Theodore, the hostage for his
father, was not indicted by the grand
jury.
! It was necessary for the state's at-
tOrney to pledge the father the safety
of the .son. This explains the failure
to indict. An intimation that some-
thing was behind the failure came to
the directors yesterday and they did
not .criticise the state's attorney.
"Weighty reasons must have moved
!the state's attorney," said Attorney
Cat thr:dold.
Theodore Stencland, cut to the
i ghick by the statements made bysome of the local papers that he had
;betrayed his father, made public a
!statement in which he bitterly denied
the charge and defended his father.
He told the story of the last moments
,of the hank
-Eight indictments, each con-
tainin two counts, were yesterday
returned by the grand jury against the
following officers and directors of the
bank: ,
Paul 0. Stensland, Mc A. La Buy,
Joseph Lister, Henry W Hering.
Frank R. Crane, Elof Johnson and
Marius Kirkeby. ,
, The charge 41 embezzlement. .
•:*
4.18
One of the Paducahatts who at-
tended the trial of the WiSrten-Regis-
ter suit now be fore the Livingston cis-
:court reports an experience which he
I says will profit him for the balance of
i his life. ..
He .wanted to come home and with
,several other parties got into a gaso-
line launch to do so. The machinery
of the launch with the usual prevers
'shy of such machinery ti-sit is not
'working just when wanted the most.
I was nut in order and soon after the
launch had moved out into the Cum-
berland, established its diameter for
unfitness. .
The engineer worked strenuously to
right matters but without success and
i thie launch floated further from shfire.
iThe annoyed passengers, and especial-
Hy the Paducahan in question, didn't
'like the position the boat and thoseaboard were in, as the skies werei
,becoming dark with lowering clouds,
'stS he . hoisted his hankerchief as a
Ii flag of distress. This attracted at-
tention from shore and soon a darkey
'with a skiff was sent out to tow the
;disabled craft ashore.
1 "It was a relieved number of -pas-
sengers who left the launch," says the
, Paducahan, "when it touched tile
ishore, but soon it became a happy
!number, for ere a few moments had
!passed there was a terrific storm in
progress which would have meant the
loss of not only the launch but many
if not all of those on board had the
craft been caught in midstream."
"I have," he added, "thought sev-
eral times of the narrow escape I and
the other passengers on board that
launch made since, and each time I
could not resist thinking how fortun-
ate it was that the boat's machinery
wouldn't work, for what might have
resulted had we gotten under way and-
been caught out from shore on the
frail craft. I think I now understand
why so many people loose their lives
on them."
It is conclusive that our Paducah
friend wouldn't buy/ gasoline launches




Governor Expected to Release Hart-
mann and Lehmann on Thanks-
giving Day.
Jefferson City. Mo., Sept. 14.
Folk this afternoon took up and ex-
amined the lengthy petition for the
release of ;nines Lehmann and Emil
Hartmann. convicted St. Louis
boodlers, 4rom the Penitentiary.
Miss Lulu Lelunsnie daughter of
Julius Lehmann, seas present to plead
for her father. and Mrs. Hartmann to
intersede for her husband.
Gov. Folk stated definitely that
within the next ten days he would an-
nounce his decision in the matter, and
he added that the terms of imprison-
ment of both men would be reduced,
but to what extent he would not say.
lie stated that -his decision would be
announced later.
The presumption here is thv the
governor will release both meTi on
Thanksgiving Day They have al-
ready served longer time in the prison
than any of the other convicted bood-
lers, and even a longer time than will
Harry Faulkner if the latter f‘erves
three-fourths of his three-year sent-
ence.
Lehmann and Hartmann were re-
ceived at the prison two years ago
last Mach. They were the first of
the boodle-1.s to reach the penitentiary.
Lehmann'S and /fartmann's sentencer
were each for seven years.
All the others. Save Harry Faulkner,
who was sent up for three years, re-
ceived two-year sentences, and were
released after serving eighteen
mont his.
The peftion asking for the release
of Hartmann and Lehamann contains
more than 12,000 names or residents
of St. Louis. and was brought up here
more than two months ago.
Divorces Granted.
In the circuit court yesterday
Judgirents for divorces were filed in
the cases of Charles W Vance vs
Etta Vance and Rena I.. Tanner ia





Chair of Pedagogy at College of the
Bible at Lexington.
Louisville, Sept. 14.—An endow-
ment fund of $2s,000 for a chair of
Pedagogy in the college of the Bible
at Lexington, will he raised at the
annual convention of the Christian
church state Sunday-School conven-
tion, which will be held in this city
Thursday, September 27. The con-
vention will meet in the Fourth
avenue and Walnut-street Christian
church at m.
The church has long left a need for
better officers and teachers in Sunday-
school work, and it is thought there
will he,' no trouble in raising the -re-
/wired amounti as the Sunday-school
are all in line for this work. -
The convention will be presided
over by Mr. Kackley, of Maysville.
The convention will be addressed by
President J. M. McGarvey, of Lexing-
ton': Marion Lawrence, of Chicago,
and President E. Y. Mullins, of the




SAYS THE CITY IS SECOND TO
PHILADELPHIA IN WICK-
' EDNESS.
Aacked Bosses and Hencomen, The
French's:. Grabber., Selling of
Votes, Subsidized Newspa-
pers, Etc.
Cincinnati. 0., Sept. 14.--William
J. Bryan addressed a large audience
here last night and said Cincinnati
was second onv to Philadelpltia in
its wickedness. He attacked the
boss and his henchmen, the frans
chise grabber, the selang of votes,
sebsidized newspapers and council-
men embezzling public authority and
praised Congressman Burton for his
fight against Senator Dick. Ms.
Bryan repeated his statement that
President Roosevelt has won h:s pops
larity by carrying out a demo:ratio
program.
"Violators of law, zita or I:ttle,
should go to the peneentiary, • the
soeassr said. "By iaw only,
again-I die 1:tt'e crinotals the repu4-
lit an patty' hid .er.mtesl more 311:111•
chists than al! other: tegethcr '
He eh:ill:eget! the poitiositi in o15
satich socialism stood. The trust wait -
a pelaical thing an,14ekt an e.• -11Uhtie
growth. It will go out of powee
when the people say it must go
He declared that the beef ;rust
should be attacked as a monopa:m
rather than for ths inspection.
"Free silver" and ' lb to 1" wcre
spoken of at some let Oh a e vents
also the rate n''l, colontal
perialiam and ire trusts.
WOMAN ARRESTS SUSPECT
Mrs. George Harding of Chicago
Captures Alleged Thief in
Milwaukee.
Milwaukee Wie, Sept 14.—Mrs.
Gcorge Harding. wife of a Chicago
restaurant nem. yesterday unassisted
arrested Charles Wright. who a week
ago is said to have robbed her hiss.
1):.nd of go while on a visit here. She
saw Wright on the Goodrich docks.
Without a word to anyone the womafT
waked up to the suspect, grabbed
him by the arm and held him in spite
of the man's efforts to get away. She
then turned him over to the polite
and he will he taken back to Chicago
tomorrow for trial. !larding keeps a
restaurant in tha 'Northwestern depot
n Chicago and Wright is said to
have been in his employ at one time.
LEPROSY NOT CONTA'3IOUS.
Physician After Lifetime Study Holds
That The Malady is Curable.
Washington, Sept. 14.—That lepers.
ty is not contagious but that it is :Ile
most hereditary of diseases is the
conclusion drawn by Dr. Eugene IL
Plumacher from a lifetime study oil
the dread disease. Dr. Plumacher,
who has been "American consti'
Maracaibo. Venezuela. since 0478. be.
lit yes that leprosy i --usable but not
iii Venezuela or the I.atin America's
is publics, where it is almost impos-
sible to enforce proper methods of
living and secure the hest food and
expensive drugs. In his report to the
state di partment Dr Plitmachee
says that he has. had the benefit of
correspondence with thc most ad.;
vsnced scientists of the United States
and Europe. It was through hi. ef.
forts that the "Tun Tua" plant. used
in treating the disease is now plant-
cc in all countries which have :epee,
stations.
Dr. Plumacher concludes his report
by saying: "What leprosy is we do.
ot yet know, but our people at home
should be enlightened through the
press that it is cruel to shun and
abandon a poor suffering human creu-s
Nee because he is a 'Laxarus.'"
The report gives statistics showing
the alarming number of lepers in the
republics of 'Coltiffibia and Veniquela.
BISHOP GALLOWAY
SPEAKS IN JOPLIN
Addresses South Wept Missouri Cone
ference of Methodists on
Eudcation.
Jolpin, Mo., Sept. 14.—The educe-.
tional address before the Sot:Owes!!
Missouri Conference of the M. E.
Church South, was delivtred tonight!
by Bishop Charles B. Galloway, of
jackson, Miss. Me is not presiding
t the sessions of the conference, bui
arrived especially to deliver this ad-.
dress.
At the morning session of ths
ference Doctor C. C. Woods, what
was yesterday elected to the setres
taryship of the conftnence for the
thirty-first consecutive time asked
that he be relieved from the duties of
the position.
He explained that the many other
duties develoving upon him made thie
course seem necessary. The request
raised such an amount of protest front




























































































































ONE WEEK a SOLID FUN  
fall Carnival of  the, Central Ldbor 
WALLAC[ PARK S[PT[MBRI 10 10
THE MOST COSTLY FREE ATTRACTIONS EVER GIVEN IN PADUCAH
IN THE CASINO
The Earl Sisters Present a Week in Vaudeville
Laytons $10,000 Spectacular Production
The eruption of Mt. Pelee and destruction of St. Pierre reproduced with the most marvelous,1
beautiful, realistic and sou -stirring. scenic, mechanical and firework effect ever witnessed any.
where.
A CITY BUILT IN A DAY—DESTROYED IN A MINUTE.
he Largest and Best Carnival Ever Held in Paducah. Follow the Crowd---Everybody Will Be There.
ON THE PIKE
BIB SHOWS! LITTLE SHOWS! OTHER SHOWS!




it PERSONAL MENTION. TWO YOUNG GIVEN TO
4. .:.4.**********4.4.FOR FARMERS 4. MEN ARRESTED! JURY TODAY Undertakers and:Embahners,.4
 
Mrs. George Ripley was very sick
last night with hay fever.
Miss Pearl Campbell is home from 130 S. THIRD STREET: EPADUCAH. ifY
WESTERN KENTUCKY IN BET- visiting 
relatives in Elizabethtown.
MIN11•11•1•411.41m.
TER SHAPE THAN IT HAS
Mr. James Wear, of Benton, asso-
EVER BEEN. 
ciate editor of the Tribune Democrat,
is in the city.
i Mrs. John Craft, who lives at Sev-
enth and Tennessee street, is quite ill
with consumption.
I Mrs. J. C. Gilbert is home from
a visit to her old home and among
I relatives in •Benton.
j Miss Sussie McCandless, of New
York is the guest of Miss Hazel Mc-
Candless, of West Jefferson street.
I lion. E. W. Bagby, referee in
bankruptcy, goes to Murray today on
official business. He returns in the
!evening.
Council Clerk Henry Bailey came
home yesterday from Smithland where
he went to testify for the. defendant
in the Worten-Rcgister case.
I Miss Lucile Grave*, daughter of
,Dr. W. E. Graves, returned yesterday
from a several weeks' visit to St.
Louis as the guest of the family of
Mr. I. N. Shelby.
Misses Yorena and, Mita Beyer,
• accompanied by User: mother, Mrs.
. Georgia Beyer, and _aunt. Mrs. Will
Katterjohn. have gone to Terre
Haute, Ind., to enets School.
Editor James -Lemsbn, of Mayfield
was in the city yesterday. Willie
here be attended the trial of the Lov-
ing ease and heard some of the argu-
ment and also spent a few hours at
the carnival.
Every Line of Business Feeling Ef-
fects of Good Fortune of Coun-
try People.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Sept. 14.—Never
.before in the history of Western
Kentucky were the citirens generally,
and the farmers especially, enjoying
such universal prosperity as is pre-
vailing now.
Not only have the farmers been re-
ceiving good prices for their produce,
with the result that the crops hive
with very few exceptions, yielded ex-
ceptionally well. This has been the
case for the past two or three years,
and where formerly a farmer was in
straightened cicumstances, be is now
in comparative affluence. In fact, so
well fixed is he financially, that he
i, in position to lend money, and
the continued high prices is due in a
great measure to their position of in•
dependence when selling their pro-
drcts. When approached now and
asked his price, the farmer names it,
•ind if the would-be per baser ac-
cepts, well and' good, but if he is dis-
posed to haggle over it, the farmer
walks away and leaves, whereas, in
past years he would have asked,
-What vial you give?"
Prices at present on farm products
are ranging about as follows: Corn.
$3 per barrel; clover hay, $16 per ton;
timothy hay. $17 per ton; oats, so
cents per bushel; wheat. 68 cents per
bushel; eggs i6 cents per dozen;
swing chickens, 75 to Jo cents each;
hens. 7 cents per pound; tobacco, $4.-
51'. to $14 per hundred. The wheat
.r.arket opened at ,ro 'Sent; but has
sine; declined to 6ft cents. this being
the only item which shows a falling
cif in price. Even with this. how-
ever, the majority of the farmers are
on the right side, for by far the larger•
part of them sold r.t tae highest
price.
The prosperity thus enjoyed by the
farmers is being reflected. in ever,
line of business. Merchants report the
• best business in their history, and
there have been none of the o'd-time
"mill seasons." Last year the value
ni the new buildings erected in this
city a'one were wa'aed at A700,000 and
this year the amount will reach St,-
(moon. The last report of the five
local banks showed nearly a milion
and a half dollars on deposit sub-
ject to check. this testifying to the
!vet that niarly everyone has money.
Crops this year promise to even ex-
ceed the past fruitful years. and all
indications point tr s continuance of
the good tittles.
SLIGHT AMERICAN DIPLOMAT
Vienna Minister Not Invited to At-
tend Washington Statue Unveiling.
Vienna. ,Sept. •24.—According to a
teport published in the Budapest
newspaper Anap this evening the state
.0epartrisent at Washington has ad-
vised Consul General Chester not to
attend the unveiling of the Washing-
see statue at Budapest Sept. /6 be-
oanse the committee in charge of the,
ceremonies .omitted to invite Ambas-
sador Charles S. Francis, MT. Chester.
a however. erntld attend in hii private
• capacity, not being entitled to perform
any official function at the ceremony.
At the American embassy here to-
night it svas stated that nothing was
known regarding the matter except
the fact that Ambassador Francis has
not been invited. •
The Hungarian government will be
represented at the unveiling by
Premier Wekerle, minister of con,-
nyerce; Francis Kossuth and Minister.
of Worship 'Apponyi. •
NEWS IN BRIEF
Nfr. and Mrs. William Minnich are
the happy parcel*. of another son,
born yesterday. • .•:,
—Yesterday was a mild day and
smite pleasant The atmosphere was
cool and yet the skies were generally
clear.
Dr. Carl Sears, who was lately op-
erated upon for appendicitis, was up-
on the streets yesterday. He has
about recovered his illness, but is
still thin and weak.
- John Johnson, c.:;orf.(1. ,was ar-
ri•tett last night. for using insulting
and profane language t wards Susan
Gttgan. also colore.: Pc is t haw
a healing in the city court today.
•It is no credit to a newspaper
man to belittle or attempt to prove
ialse a contemporary's "scoop." On-
ly the smal class newspaper men
rre ever so jealous of the get-up-and-
get of their fellow craftsmen.
Mr. Louis M. Rieke, Sr., who was
recently very ill. has so far recovered
as to be able to leave his home. He
was out riding and paid a brief visit
te his place of business. His host of
friends were glad to see him out and
many hearty congratulations were ex-
tended him.
Mayor D. A. Yeiser, Marshal Jas.
Auditor Alex Kirkland and
Mr. Joe Potter returned yesterday
from Smithland where they had been
attending the Livingston circuit court
as witnesses in the WorteneRegister
suit for the defendant.
CHILE STILL TREMBLING.
More Earthquake Shocks Are Re-
ported in the Provinces.
Buenos Aire*, Sept. t4.—According
to a dispatch to La Nacion from
Santiago, Chile, further earthquake
shockes have been experienced be-
tween the provinces of Santisigo and
Mamie. They lire attribtited to the
Chilean volCano, which i in. full erup-
tion.
Ecuador Again Shaken.
Guayailitil. Sept. 1._! tre•-: 1-s
continue in variants- localities In the
interior of Ecuador. On Wednesday
there were three heavy shocks at
Latacunga, capital of the province of
Leon and forty 'miles south of Quito.
No damage was done.
Men who lave. inovapate gifts
i rately have any gittnpiitak'
—r
ee is that during the month of Aug-
ust, and also during part of' this
month, they accepted from young
Farr ice tickets to the value of $40
or $ora which he had secured from
the Petter establishment. The discov-
ery was made several days ago when
the men were toned to have sold or A verdict in the case seems a possi-
used some of the tickets as cash.
Then the detectives were called and 
bility if not a certainty for the af-
tctnoon. The general predictloa is
soon had the facta and a statement
or confession from young Farr. 
that it will not take long for the jury
'to-decide
The accused men refuse to make,,,,,„4.,, •
3 statement. The case wall likely
go to the circuit court grand jury f:A
rl3IIIIY HAS PROTEST
now in 9ession at once.
ON ANTI-PASS LAW
Previous to arrest of Vassenr and Gen. Corbin Says Bill Will Keep
Williams they were trusted employees Officers and Their Families
of Mr. Petter. All the parties to the; Separated.
charge are we'l known and have good,
characters. Washington. Sept. 14.—To the host
of complaints made against the anti-
Late Police Pick-Ups.. '0•••• provision of the Railroad Rate
Henry IstkCawley. colored, "S bill the army has now added its pro-
hauled to the city hall last night test.
and booked charged with fighting
with his sister. It was a row at home
in which a glass and some blows fig-
A man dragging a yelling woman
along by the hand aroused lower
Clark street late last n;ght. The po-
lice got onto the racket and gay.:
chase but couldn't catch the night
i;isiurbers.
Ed Vasseur and Herman Williams,
two young men who worked for H.
A. Petter in the deivery of ice, were
arrested yesterday afternoon and
jailed on the charge of receiving
stolen property and converting it to
their use. The men were arrested by
Detectives T. J. Moore and Will
Baker and their arrest followed a
statement or confesson made by a I 
lad named Dean Farr, who also 
The closing speeches of the argu-
worked for Mr. Petter. 
.ment will be mads this forenoon. Col.
The charge against the men arrest-
am Crossland, of Mayfied. will
speak for the accused and Common-
wealth't Attorney John G. Lovett for
the state. Each of the gentlemen
have an hour and a half's time to
their credit and if they take it the
case will not get to the jury before
11:3o o'clock, as the court has not
bren meeting until 8:3o of mornings.
ED VASSEUR AND HERMAN
WILLIAMS ACCUSED OF RE-
CEIVING STOLEN GOODS
.(Continued from Page One.)
the defense and was followed by Hon.
Hal Corbett. Then County Attorney
Alvin W. dlarkey spoke for the
Ice Tickets to Value of Sp to fp State and his speech concluded 
the
Said to, Have Been Accepted nseoossnir of the court for the 
after-
From Young Farr.
Hon. 011ie James Speaks.
I Judge Reed announced that an
Ls ening session would be Leld and
it was begun at 7 o'c'o..k wilen Hon.
Clic M. James spoke in behalf' ofthe
accused and was followed by Judge
L. T. Lightfoot for the prosecution.
There were large crowds present to
!liar the speakers both in the after-
noon and at night, the larger at-
tendance being present last night.
many ladies being 'n the audience.
oltivn
Charley Grossheart, the calker. was
put in the city cooler last night on
the charge of drunk and disordi rly
conduct. Mrs. Ford ha l bim arrested
rnd when he was taken in tow he
hat. a bundle of women's clothing
under his arm, but whether they
were Mrs. Ford's property no one
seemed to know. Judge Puryear may
be able to get the facts today.
Good Attendance at Carnival
There was another good attendance
at the carnival ;ast night and all at-
tractions were liberaly patronized.
Today closes the carnival and as it is
holiday and the children are.to be al
m:tjet) free there w:t1 doubtless be 1
rt-sh to the grounds. All it will need
is for s'ightly milder weatlier tonight
t3 see the biggest attendance of the
week. The carnival promises to go out
tt night in a blaze of glory.
In a report to the war department,
Lieut. Gen. Henry C. Corbin, says
that legislation by congress during the
past year has worked a hardship upon
many officers and enlisted meta of
the army by doing away with the
privilege granted them by the rail-
ioads of half rates for their families,
and half rates to officers and enlisted
men themselves, when traveling on
leave of absence.
Gen. Corbin says: "Unless the law
is modified it means 'hat officers will
have to be separated from their fami-
lies a great part of their lives, thus
bringing discontent on all sides, and a
-distinct dislike for distant or foreign
service.
"The visits to their people at home
will of necessity be few and far be-
tween, and I can conceive of no sad-
der or more regrettable loss to a MAP
'han the total severance of the ties






aged sixty-eight, formerly of this
county, but more recently of Indiana.
who was brought to the Leitchfield .
Sanitarium some time ago for treat--;
....Sterling Silverware..
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for seslactoo. --
our prices are very low indeed. Be mire to see the advantages we




Mann, Efinger ON Co.
Pictures, Diplom 1, Certcates,
Water and Oil Clio"
Mottos and 64-0tders
Framed right up to data in fix* maw
All State and county taxes are now nt.'s tinse at the
past due and niittobe'-settled by the
PADIJCAH MUSIC STOREgrst of October Or' T will proceed
to advertise and sell al unpaid prop-
erty as I have to make all settlements
with State and county by that time.
I:lease call and settle same and save
unnecessary cost as the new Reve-
One law requires one month earler
than heretofore.
This Sept. to, 1906-
IMO. W. OGILVIE, S. M
Office will or open unti! ; p. • al
ONE CENT PER MILE
Via the Lookout Mountain-Battlefield "
Route, N., C. & St. L. Ry.
$6.30—Chattanooga and Return—$6.32
Tickets on sale September 17, 18
and 19, return limit September 30.
By depositing ticket and on payment
of 50 cents return limit will be ex-
tended to October 31. Stop-overs at
all points where there s an agent...
ALSO SIDE TRIPS from Chatta-
nooga to points in the Southeast at
rate of one fare plus 25 cent, for the
round trip. TWO TRAINS DAILY.
For further particulars see D. J. Mni-
laney, Agent City Office. 4.10 Broad-
way, Phone 212; E. S. rairnham.
Agent Depot Ticket Office, Phone 22.
Tells of Norms. Schools.
That run-down, tired feeling is awl
first symptom of MALARIA, :ake
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone en.
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 14.—The nor- p  
mal executive board, composed of
President H. H. Cherry, of the West-
ern Normal school; President R. N. API-•
Roark. of the Eastern Normal school.,
and State Superinitendent of Public
InstruCtion J. H Fuqua, today made
public a prospectus of information,
full details of the establishment, com-
position and terms of entrance of the
State Normal schools, provided for
by act of the last legislature.
ment. died here this morring at to; Divorces show which way des ot•on
to'clock of heart disease. lgoes. •
Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trull
• Co., 3o6 Broadwiy.
 -5
If lie be well insured he c-„'" be en-
dured.
Now is the'time for you to fill your coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11 c
Bell]Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealerin LIME:and CEMENT. Agent for WhitehalVand
Agatite Cement' "KINGOOF CEMENT."
onise
M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960, New:245. . - - Thirteenth and Adams Stre
C:7arles Je‘lings cut the biggest
Nein of 19ad and iltior spar yet found
this/distrin on the Glendale Mi-
ng .property, owl-Led by Mor-
ga)4eld capitalists, among whom are
-ury & Drury, John Crow and Thos.
:.•er. says the Crittenden Press.
Igncour Dike vein found to contain
• ,zoi,d ire of lead and fluor spar, near
Levias. with one of the lgneour Dik-
cr. There*, has been found lead and
IMOr spar, the surface rock founda-
tion is very much like that in and
around the Old Jim" mines. The
,trike was iml‘le mar a sink hulk_ be-
bn:y a it \, feet away and tile
• 'lances are good for tinding this vein
n sink holes like those at th;
Inn as the sink hole is now in line
: :•,1d only a few feet iron
-ii keif lead and limn-
made. iiniiig Melt deil:tre
Chi.; to be ohe :irst made in western
1.:etic1'.y wlieret the lgneour Dike
hotn X% t) 1): mineralized
duo• spar and lead ore. -
The dike that this strike was mad.•
••: was prosiivetcd mar X iew, .
lv William 1.<is cry, and
v• • ;• ),;: the United Sta:es
ni.ide by E. O. UI-
di and W. Stlith in ION: and
E. 0. L'urch -pcaks of the al•oce
:Ii!-e vein in his report on page No.
t, :Cs.) spyaks of Lowery's pim-
p, e: work, 1:7!•;:e. Dolic on
&k,. vein above inertiGned.
For the last two or three years Mr.
I very has done more or less pros-
It.,-ting locat: v»od ore with this
l_tieour dike and at last has found
chat Ile was searching for, tit: Jr spar
Id 1.d . T!t s)•rt ore the mi'l
men are lookin:- 1, -:- i:i the Kentuc7
',lining district,. Nit. Lowery aims
to organize a company and develop
this property with a deep shaft at an
early date.'
Theodore Klarer of Louisville, the
president. and Edward F. %V. Kaiser.
general manager, accompanied by Leo
Klarer and other stockholders, have
taken charge of the Eclipse mine. re-
lieving Wfilliam Miller of the above
positions. M1'. Miller still retains
some stock. The mine has been
placed in charge of R. D. Drescher
;.s general superintendent, and it is
the intention of the new management
to -install a large mill of the most ad-
vanced type to more effectually sep-
arate the products of this mine. It
is reported that Mr. Miller wil: go
to Colorado for his wife's health. Ile
has mining interests there also.
Let every resident of the town and
county give the mining interest a push
and we will soon have the district
sec'on'd to none. Don't get sore and
knock every man who comes to the
town to spend a dollar. or to leave
any of his money, for that helps us
all. We all get and want a part of it.
Give strangers seeking investment
the glad hand.
With the proposed new mills for
the Eclipse mine, the Edwards; the
Redhill and the Lowery, and grinding
machinery at the Riley. more machin-
ery will have come into the district
than ii, any previous year. And it
represents the confidence that prop-
erties will all be big dividend pay-
ers soon.
Capt. Haase is quite busy at the
A-bridge mine, and has two shafts in
operation, and is raising about ten
toms of ore a day. The captain cer-




telescopic ofer diss way und show inc
der planut Venus."
"Ah. dere she/iss, ahl—She iss sure
the peaches. /Urn!THE miNEs "Led. me,lbok. Hurry ub."
• Id is u:inecessity.-
I her in' der naked eye.' 
You can see
"óo late! She heard you und has
'pulled down der blint!"
IGNEOUR DIKE VEIN UNCOV- 
"Yess, dot's her Mars' fault, ha, ha,
ERED BY W. S. LOWREY . ha
!" (Bing. bang, biff!)
NEAR LEVIAS. I "By der v.ay, what 
iss der use on
a dark night der glass to use ,blease?"
"Why, you chumb, ibecoss id make
her skylight, ha, ha, ha!" (Crack!)
Declared by Mining Men tu Be the —1 xcuse kint sir, but wouldt
First Whi 
..0
ch Shows Fluor Spar :you told me did you efer see a aster-
and Lead Ore. ,oid?"
,"Asteroid? Of a surety. My sisfer
hat von on t!..r back of her neck til
der doctor lanced id." (Slap! Slap!
Slap!) .•
"!' a•.:i'y is- der farthe,t
star? Still:, &r do not answer."
"Twenty-fun: dousand billillion
miles, id iss."
"Dot will do. I wish me to go dere
und lif."
"Why, pleas •?"
"Mlaype I .1 to congress elected
get and collec mileage."
"Oh. mooc: ,er id would be if
you woult get der star route mail con-
tragt." (Thud!)—Louisville Herald.
CIGARETTES iNJURE BOYS.
Physician Says Tobacco Makes
Thieves and Liars of Them.
Atlantic City. N. J., Sept. Lt.—The
three general sessions of the interna-
tional. homeopathic congress were
given over today to a discussion of
materia medica and general therapeu-
tics. Dr. S. H. Auraml of Chicago,
i!• an address on the influence and
strength of hopeopathic matcria med-
-a, made the declaration that home-
opathy was exercising a far superior
and more potent influence than riny
other system of medicine.
Professor Charles Mohr of the
Hahnemann Medical college, Phila-
delphia, said that it had been proved
that the free use of cigarettes by boys
had a tendency to make theives and
liars out of them. He also declared
that a great majority of the boys
haled before the juvenile court were
liberal users of tobacco.
REJECT BLOOMERS
Ohio School Teachers Resent Sug-
gestion Made by Board President.
Cincinnati. Sept .14—Bloomers have
been suggested as the proper apparel
for Marion. 0.. school teachers. The
suggestion was made by H. H. Dick-
erson, president of the school board,
at a meeting of that body today.
Whether President Dickerson ex-
pressed the idea as a joke or whether
he was serious is a matter of conjec-
ture, but xvhatever his meaning may
have been the teachers are very indig-
nant. They say they have been sub-
jcted to much embarrassment.
The suggestion of the board presi-
dent came as a result of a protect
which the teachers, headed by H. L.
Frank, superintendent of schools,
made against the use of oil on the
floors of school bui'ding. The teach-











"I say, how can' it run?"
"How can what run?"
"A clock. It can't run with its
hands, can it?"
"Go to bed!"
"Ah, pop. Right away?"
"Yes, right away."
"But, pop—"
"Do you hear me?"
"A yardstick has three feet--
"Go to bed!"
"And it can't run either."
"You'll run in about two seconds."
"WkII, ill bet on the clock, even if
it hasnt any—"
"Come here!'
"Gout efenings, Adolph. Where are "Och, Oh. 15h, floohoo-hoo!"--Ex
von mit der telescopic going at, yet?"
"Mit diss telescopic. Osgar, I am by Fire But No Meat,
der observatorium wenting, mit der An hid woman who was found
• ?mentions of study making der stars starving in Cleveland had long feared
• of." • that she might be without means to
"Oh. you are von of den what-do- cook her meals. She had a stove, and
astronomicers?" her rooms and even her stairway were
"Oxactly. I wish me to discover tilled with firewood. But she was
der locations of der Milky Way." found' dying at last because she had
"Den somepody ha's you gifen der nothing to cook. She had a good lamp
bum steer. Der road to der dairy, put had long been without light he-
und not to der observatorium, iss der cause she had no oil, says the Evans-
Milky Way, ha, ha, ha!" (Biff! ville Courier.
Swat!) 'Maybe this pathetic situation with
"Blease make a silence! You spik its 'tragical ending was due to a more
- like a smear cheese. Der Milky Way or lees degree of insanity. But this
iss a large bunch of small stars in der poor woman's hallucinations were so
.sky." like many of those of the rest of us
"Can you cfcry nighd see id?" who pass as sane that the question is
"No; some nighds id iss curdled, ha, whether there is very much real can-
ha ,ha!" (Bim!) ity in the world.
"Oh, well, I don't like to see so If all of us, who so worry and
many stars togedder—id reminds me strive over purposes not worth while
'of der police force. What do you see as to neglect things of real import-
now?" mice, were to be considered mentally
"Ah! Dis moments I herceive der unbalanced the lunatic asylum would
'Great Dipper." be badly overcrowded.
"Kervick! Please find me der Big The man called exceptionally keen
Stein!" and cunning, who piles up more
"How you exposing your ignoram- wealth than he can use for the bene-
usl Der sky iss nod a rathskeller. fit of himself or others, and forgets
Now I observation me der Dog Star. that human sympathy and helpful-
No, he iss gone! Dot's what I get ness are the real sources of useful-
becoss you vissled." (Thud!) , tress and power would, if such misdi-
. "Mly, dot iss a Sirius matter." rected pueposes were held to be evi-
(Smash!) dences of insanity, occupy the padded.
"Ef you knock me down again, you cell.
will 1-c mad at me. Now make her If all men who strive feverishly for
•
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Facts that can not
be Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
P17 7 SBURG COAL CO.
Office 126 Broadway. Jas. J. O'Donnell,
Both Phones No. 3. Manager.
wealth or position or fame, and for- is gathered up it will be worth vie
get the simple little purposes that are million dolIa•s •.r more. Airsing the
sustenance to the soul, are to pass as : items that will figure in this scrap
rich and great and brilliant, then how arc 2.4o Belgian engines that are
may we pronounce insane the poor equipped with copper boilers and
woman who had a lamp but never any bronze tubes.
oil? While 40Me of these may be bought
What is a great fortune or high po- ,by contractors for use in the United
sition or brilliant talent without hu- !States, most of them are of an obso-
man sympathy and the spirit of sadri- lete type and must be dismantled and
fice and helpfulness—what is any of 'sold as scrap iron. The sales recent-
these things but a lamp without oil? ,ly indicate that the junk market is
Many a man and woman have anx- steadier than it ever has been and
iously provided themselves with far is rapidly becoming an important in-
more than enough means to cook dustry. Practically all of the machin-
bountiful and beneficent meals of , cry bought from the Prench is of no
charity to heal their own heart hun- I use to Chief Engineer Stevens. and
ger, but let their lives starve because very little of it is now operated
they have failed to provide the things
to cook which satisfy the soul.
1CHILDREN JUNKMany a well meaning woman, who
DEALERS GET RICHdevotes all her spare time to raising I
money to correct the beliefs of heath- I The children of San Francisco have
en across the seas, forgets that in the gone into the junk business. The few
alley back of her mansion some down- unhappyones whose parents have sue-
trodden, overwrought, despairing sis- ceeded in restraining them from en-
ter of hers holds the worst-than- tering the field gaze with miserable
heathen belief that humanity is heart- I!envy upon the long procession of ju-
less. venues laden down with sacks of
Were all of us always sane and wise 'scrap iron.
in all our purposes—having no heaps Every day after school the heaps
of fuel and no meat, and lamps and of ruins are covered with little ones
no oil—it would have been impossible of both sexes busily engaged in pick-
in the great, rich and prosperous  city g o
of Cleveland for an old woman to
•= l in the debris. They receive fromver
;the dealers in junk 15 cents a hundred
starve to death, friendless and alone.'pounds for cast iron, and can make
A FORTUNE THROWN AWAY
Is Found Near the Panama Canal
by the United States—Evidence
of Wantonness.
Washington, D. C., Sept. m4.—The
.sale of 7000 tons of cast iron junk on
the Isthmus of Panama for $6o.000
recently has encouraged the canal
commissioners to believe that they
hare a small fortune in worth;ess ma-
chinery purchased from the Prench
Canal company. The lot of tcrap
iron sold was assembled from a few
acres of ground, which Chief Engin-
eer Stevens found it necessary to clear
in order to construct new switct.,:ng
yards for tne Panama railroad.
One of tht officials of the canal
commission said yzaterday that there
were thirty miles of ground strewn
with similar machinery. He roughly
calculated that when this machinery
from $1.93 to $3.5o per day. according
to their facilities for delivering the
iron and the distance they have to
carry it. Their youthful ingenuity is
taxed to its utmost in contriving con-
venient and rapid means of transpor-
tation.' The home-made cart is the
popular vehicle at the present time.
The children are wildly enthusiastic
over their prospects of becoming rich.
They have become experts in their
selection of cast iron, which is the
only kind they care to handle, as it is
in better demand and commands a
much higher price.
Mlalaria used to kill 15,00 persons a
year in Italy. In 1902 quinine was
introduced, and last year the Mortal-
i ty fell to 7835.
How much that passeth for charity
hitteth the collection plate with the
sound of a tinkling cymbal,
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Weil
Campbell Buildicg. Both Phones 369
The Fever
Season
has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,




SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FitEIGHT, MACHIN.
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOI, ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting., penmanship, cue.
respondence, spelhng, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, eta.
Cal or write for beautiful new csUing.
PADUCAH CENTRALI
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMFRS
White Ambulance tor sick and injurid only.
oifiice and residence 213 South 3rd Street.




pince 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385-Residence 1694
25,0.0 0 'A"Nyrgrligr.
TROTTING AND RUNNING RACES DAILY.
Magnificent Exhibits and Other Attractions.







I. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, it and 12, Cotwafruill Bldg.
PA.DUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
DR. R. E. HEARNE
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
t20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353





Practice in all the courts of tke
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms r. a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 323 1-2 Broadway.
WT. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence ati6 Office asi
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
LAWYER.
Will practice M all courts of K.
tacky.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)











Rooms and 6 Register Building






OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear ban'
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 4 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, IA
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap.
est and most economical.











Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has eready usedaordinary"
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use






RYE, EAR. NOSE AND
THROAT.




St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion oat of Paducah.
$8.nn For the Round Trip toLIU Tennessee river & rotor
It is a trip of pleasure, comfier
and rest; good service, good tall
good roecns, etc. Boats leave ea*
Wednesday and Saturday at p. m
For other information apply to Jas




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage •••:so:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, piety
cf five or over St.so each, witboot
rreals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Fo
urther particulars see
8. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent


















Every man who has lived in south.
ern Montana for any length of time,
especially if he enjoys the hunting sto-
ries told by the old-timers, has heard
of the "phantom moose," which makes
his home at the head of Wise river
and has defied the efforts of all the
hunters of Montana to slay him.
Just recently the hunting fever was
developed in Butte by the unnatural
cold weather which prevailed, and
around a steam register in a popular
resort a crowd had gathered and
among other things the story of the
famous moose of the head of the Wise
river came up for discussion, and it
was up to a man who has been a resi-
dent of Montana for over 40 years to
tell the following story concerning the
famous animal.
"When Lsannack was ffrst founded,
when the gravel bars and rimrock
along Grasshopper creek were turning
out thousands of dollars every day, I
saw an opportunity of making my
livelihood with my rifle and I forsook
the diggings of the goldseekers and
established a camp near the warm
springs which are at the head of the
Grasshopper.
"I had scarcely made more than one
or two hunts in the mountains which
livid. the head of the GrasakcoPlmr
from the Wise river until I found
the track of a big bull moose, which
made a track in the soft ground as
big as an ordinary work ox of the
days.
"One day when I was the least ex-
pecting it I found the big bull and
his consort wallowing in a swamp les,
than 100 yards away. Taking as good
aim as possible with my old muzzle-
loading rifle, which, by the way, was
loaded with a bullet patched with
buckskin, I pulled the hair trigger,
and when the smoke rolled away there
was an animal floundering in the
marsh, and when I ran to it with a
cry of exultation I found it was the
cow, who at the Instant I had pulled
the trigger had iaterposed her bulk
between me and my quarry. She gave
up her life to save the one who had
lorded it over her.
"Two days later I was at the swamp
where I had killed the cow, hiding in
the willows less than 100 yards away.
for the signs told me that the old bsz..
had returned awl was grieving arounct
the offal which was all that remained
of his companion of manta wandering
through the timber and swamps of the
Wise river. .
"For fully six hours I waited Im-
patiently for the old bull to oome to
' the trysting place, and when my pa-
tience was almost gone far in the dis-
tance came the plaintive cry of a
moose calling for its mate. Nearer
and nearer came the mound, and with
Eta approach I trained my rifle upon
S Clap of bushes through which I
felt &Orally certain the bull would
come as be approached the swamp.
Presently I could bear the snapping
of twigs and the gooseflesh fairly
raced up and down my back an in-
stant later as the biggest moose I had
ever seen in my life pushed his way
through the willows, calling piteously
all the while, and stood for a moment,
broadside on, less than 100 yards
away. Only for a moment did he
hesitate and then stepped forward to
where the skull of his mate was lying
and he licked it fondly with his
tongue, as if he could bring life back
into the senseless brainpan. Then it
was that I realized that I was there
to shoot this monarch of the forest
and I pulled the trigger.
"Intuition told me that something
was wrong. All that I could see was
a flash of fire and a roar of artillery
Consciousness faded away and I knew
nothing for a space which seemed as
eternity. Finally I became conscious
if an intense pain and when I opened
my eyes there was darkness on every
hand and through the trees above me
a glimmering of starlight told me that
night had fallen upon the earth. My
right arm was useless by my side
and my head was torn and painful
and dried blood upon It showed that
I bad been sorely hurt. With extreme
difficulty I moved myself and found
that my right arm was broken at the
elbow, there was a lump under my
right ear big as an apple, my right
eye was nearly torn from its socket
and my gun had been through an ex-
plosion—it had been burst from muz-
zle to breech. Every cartridge In the
magazine had exploded at the time
when I attempted to shoot the old
moose, with disastrous results to tcv
self.
"Just two years ago I took my !stet
hunt after the animal. I found wherb'
be had been wallowing in the swamp
where he and I 1..al met 40 years ago.
and there I resolved I would meet
him again anti have out the grudge
"Hero of Piedmont:* aged 83, was in which I had cherished so long against
consultation over the building of the his big esresss. It was in the time
Pan-American railroad. At an' iden- of the harvest moon. when the nights
tical hour Hon. Edmund Winston were flooded with a brilliancy that was
Peons. "Seer of Selma." aged Rs. ad- „1.---0,t to the ei". In the same
dressed an Alabama jury and swept thicket of willows where I had hid-
it with his tire of eloquence and fo- den many years ago I took my stand,
rens:c power; and at that exact point tills time being armed with a 30-30
of time, also, the Hon. John Tyler smokeless, as deadly a weapon as Is
Morgan, the Demopolis Hotspur. known. to-day. I did not have long
aged 82, was oiling his bird gun for to wait.
William Nelson -Cromwell. If fur- "Time after time I fired, until all my
ther evidehce is wanting that the cartridges were gone, but still the
eighth decade is the period of action, moose stood Irtharreen. and then, after
the utmost cwie, it ;s furnis,hed by an example show- he was satisfied that he could not find
-hat are absolutely 
ing the ninth to be the age of high his mate in that swamp he turned ant
- resolve, for the intelligence is flashed reentered the willows, calling, calling.
from Winthrop, Me.. that Charles M. calling for the artswer which never
Clark, who has no stimulus of title, came, .7.nd then I knew that the story
told me by the hunters of the We
river of a moose living there which
was a phantom one, which could not
be killed by man or beast, was a true
one and that the noble old animal, still
trite to his lost mate, wandered the
gave her lifo to save his ova I
hills and -vramps and meadows of the





. . . OF' .. .
METHODIST FAITH
••••••••
"Present indications are that no
revision of the Methodist creed will
be undertaken in this generation."
This opinion is expressed by a de-
nominational organ, the Michigan
Christian Advocate (Detroit, August
4), in response to the initiatory steps
taken by the Southern Methodists in
asking for co-operation of all Meth-
odists in putting the common creed
in better form. The Michigan Advo-
cate thinks "the time is not ripe for
it." The age is one of transition.
"Thought is changing," it says, "new
factslke being uncovered. The whole
ronnsfof life is being affected by the
prevailing tendencies." It adds:
"Under such conditions our arti-
cle. of religion, general rules, and
other standards of doctrine are as
satisfactory to the majority as any
that could non' be framed. While not
including such peculiar tenets as the
witness of the Spirit and Christian
perfection, they do not oppose them,
and these can live as they have in the
past, without inclusion in a formal
creed."
The same paper notes that the
English Methodists especially, "to
whom all would naturally look for
hearty support in such an undertaks
ing," seem averse to the movement.
It records the conservative attitude
of the Methodist Times (London), a
paper "radical in some things," with
whom "expediency," it confesses, out-
weighs "honesty." The London pa-
per says:
"Theoretically a great deal might
be said -in favor of the American pro-
posal, especially on the score of hon-
esty. But, practically, we are con-
vinced that dny attempt at definition
just now would be inexpedient. The
fact is, every Methodist church now
allows a certain latitude to its min-
isters and people on points of doc-
trine, so long as the 'substance of doc-
trine' is accepted and honorably ad-
hered to. We All know in practice
what that substance is, for it has been
clearly laid down in the admirable
!Free Church catechism. 
Anything
further in the way of an. attempt to
bring the whole body of Methodist
belief into the strait-vsaiscoat of a doc-
trinal standard would probably have
an effect of a far-reaching and disas-
trous character.
"For the plain truth is, that the
world of religious thought is still in a
state of flux. True. Christian thought
has assimilated and been-enriched by
the theory of evolution as the result
of the researches into natural science.
But even on the subject of evolution
we have not yet heard the last word.
Meanwhile, a new realm of thought
is being opened up by the investiga-
tions of the psychologist. The se-
crets of man's higher self are being
laid bare with the scientific exactness
which has been already brought to
bestir on his physical frame, and the
thoughtful Christian is being led into
new realms of thought, which must
still further widen the theological ho.
rizon. In these circumstances no fi-
nality is practicable, and any effort to
force it prematurely might conceiv-
ably end in a fissure which would
rend our church asunder from pole to
pole. Students of theological history
know well that these periods of flux
in thOtight occur in cycles; and it will
be quite time enough to examine our
own doctrinal position when the pres-
ent movement has reached a standstill
—of which no signs are yet discern-
ible. If the invitation comes to the
British conference, we hope that it
will be courteously declined—and de-
clined not on the grounds proffered
by Bishop Wilson and others, of any
slavish dread of breaking with tradi-
tional views, but because the time is
not opportune."
In Lusty Manhood.
There is a lessening dread of the
"sere and yellow leaf" in human ex-
istence. We have continual proof
that the weight of yeas is not a bur-
den to him who conservatively ex-
pends his physical force. It was
thought that when one was, say 65,
he was fairly well along; but yester-
days' news sustains the theory—Osler
to the contrary, notwithstanding—
that 65 is still a period of adolescence.
For example, we note with pleasure
the preparations of that most upright
judge, the Hon. Craig Biddle, aged 83,
to open court. Coincidentally, the
'Hon. Henry Gassaway Davis, the
but the simplest resources of the nor-
mal man. has at the age of 95 quit
chewing tobacco, after having
"chewed" for eighty-one years. Here
is tjie testimony of a ripened and well-
ed intellect almoct a century old










....of the Flighc;: Exce:kracc....
/111. =MAYS U.
It Appeals to the Artistic and Crltured Class ava
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. ti. BALDWIIN & CO.
17. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
Have You
Started?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay







The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. Lee. 315 Bwav.
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITII IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC



















We want you to know
that we keep everything for
the convenience and comfort
of the smoker. Not only the
choicest line of Cigars,Cigar-









Our Cigars are kept in per. '
fect condition and this is what
'the particular, critical smoker
requirql We hapdle ail the
popula7 bratds of Cigars, in-
cluding the various "National"
brands which have proved
themselves so deservedly pow
ular. ,• .•
Whatever Yaw Cigar Taste







GUM, BEECH ANI) OAK FLOC ING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWINIBRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Yellow
Pine Poplar Beech
Gum M Ash B
REPORTS ARE
CONFLICTING




THE POST SAYS "MI"
7ELEGRAM STATES THAT THE
MILITIA MAY SIT ON THE
LID.
.:e Post Says Saloons Will Be Open
Sunday For the Sale of Soft
Drinks.
Reports from Louisvi le as to
.liether or not the saloons will be
t pen on Sunday arc almost as mixed
1 contradictory as the reports
,rom Cuba.
In the Chicago papers yesterday
::ie following telegram was publish-
'Louisville Ky.. Sept. Ia.—The
_ acked "lid" of Louisville is to be
, ..-ePaced by a solid, warranted-to-
McPherson's wear covering, guaranteed to keepI things tight on Sundays. This was
Drug Store. decided today w hen Governor Beck-ham advised Mayor Barth that it was
FOURTH AND BROADWAY tins desire that the saloons and the
theaters close Sundays and that if the
Tax Payers' Notieel .
Paducah, i(), , September' r, woo.
You are hereby notified that all
persons owning or havIng in their
possession, or unaer Or's zontrol as
Mayor and Board of Public Safety
did not have sufficient police to pre-
serve the dignity of the law. ti:e gov-
ernor would furnish such assistance
as was needed, meaning that the
tur guardian, or committee, exe 
state militia would be called out toas•
adm nistrator, curator, trustes, 
inforce the Sunday observance laws."
cominissioner, or otherwise 
The Louisvil.e Post of yesterday
it...iy, tangib 
has the following story:
:c, or intangible per•
rroperty, on the 15th day of 
"The saloons will be opened Sun-
ember. are required on or before 
day for the sale of soft drinks. de-
ti tst day of October to give the 
spite Gov. Beckham's opinion that
;_••essor a true and complete 1 st o:
s they should be closed.
e with true cash value thereof. 
-Mr. J. C. Boardman, president of
es of the 15th day of September. 
the Mutual Protective Associaiton
:tier oath, upon forms to be furn- 
made this statement this morning.
is on application by said assessor 
"The police wil: not interfere ult-
.,: :Iis office, and that all merchants 
less liquor is sold, said Mayor Barth
, ihe city doing business for them- 
"The commonwealth cannot appeal
4'. •t or others shall n like manner 
from Judge McCann's decision dis-
; ot addition thereto, state the
..:est amount in salue of goods.
TV.• es, and merchandise, owned or
lit:, t on hand for sale by said mer-
sante, during the three months next
t• rioting such 15th day of Scptcm
-'-ompt ;went oil to this will save
,iv owner' additional cost.
c'TEWART DICK Assessor.


















Inc( k 1,04iNr Bar.
1„,simar• no.
missing saloonkeepers who were ar-
rested for kee.pjng their places of
business open on Sunday, said City
Attorney Richards.
Mayor Barth Talks.
The city administration has
made no change in its attitude on the
Sunday closing question.' said Mayor
-Barth this morning. 'We have been
enforcing the law as laid down by
the courts. Judge McCann has decid-
ed that saloons can be opened Sunday
for the sale of soft drinks. The police
will not interfere next Sunday unless
liquor is sold. If any saloonkeeper is
caught selling 'iquor he will be ar-
rested and prosecuted to the extent of
the law. This means that after fines
arc imposed in the police court the
licenses of offenders will he revoked.
Governor Made No Threats.
 -------  " 'My conference with Gov. Beck-
P5 Ia4C,esssssssSS$t ham yesterday was very friendly. The
governor made no threats. He said
he was satisfied we were doing all
NORM j we, could to enforce the law.""City Attorney A. E. Richards said
MARTINEZ he had no statement to make on thesituation.
"Judge Richards was asked if an
' ALL HAVANA I appeal could be taken from Judge
NIcCanit's decision on the soft -drink
question.
"'No, I do not beleve the corn
THE BEST monwealth can take an appeal,' re-
1.1ied the city attorney.
5 Cent Cigar, "Millen asked about yesterday'scofnerence with the governor, Judge
Richards said: 'The governor ex-
U( THE WORLD. pressed himself as satisfied with the
(•4 steps the Mayor and Hoard of Safety
had taken.'
• "An extra session of the Kentucky
ife' 4re Agents 2 I.egislature for the purpose of dealing
with the Sunday-closing situation in
Louisville is now a certainty, accord-
ing to a number of gentlemen who
R. W. W ILKER CO., f know the views of Gov. Beckham.
"It is understood- that the gover-
DRUGGISTS. nor is anxious to postpone the call-
ing of the extra session until after the
iliW.!xt..12. and Droadway. coming election, as he does not wish
to be placed in the position of playing
Both Phones 175. politics over such an important ques-
tion, The extra sesalon will, however.










u, s aauary 1, 1907.
The only matters to be taken up at .." * 4. 4. 4. + .;* .". .:. 4. .:* .:. *:- + 
POPULAR WANTS. + A b ra m
•. .:. .this session will be the Sunday laws *
von.





L. Wei 1 & Co
"While Gov. Beckham is unwilling
to publicly criticise the conduct of ,
I
Miss L. V. Shaw, teacher of piano, Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-the city officials in Louisville, his
mandolin, guitar, -and voice culture.astions indicate that he does not in- 
!Studio 119 north Thirteenth street 
'
tend to let the Sunday-closing move- .
tear Broadway. Conservatory metodsleant fail simPy because of the ne-
glect of the Louisville city adminis-
WANTED—To sell, four teamstration. complete, five mules and three horses.
"The most important part of the Cash or on time, apply to Jake Bled-
present plan is the abolition of the erman Grocery and Baking company.
License Board, which now has charge 
of the granting of all saloon licenses FOR RENT—Room for rent at
in Louisville. The members of this 314 North Sixth St.
board are. ex officio, the president of 
the sinking fund, the judge of the po- FURNITURE bought and sold.
lice court and the chairman of the Williams, 538 South Third street.
Board of Pub'ic Safety. The Lkcense New phone 9ooA.
Board at present, therefore, is made 
up of Mr. F. J. Herrmann, Judge John UMBRELLA repairing done at
McCann and James B. Smith. sri South Third street On short no
"In place of this board the legis- t cc.
!attire will probably be asked to cre- • s.
ate a new board to be named by the . WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
governor. This board will not only able-bodied unmarried then between
have power to grant licenses, but to sges of 21. and 35; citizens of United
cancel them for any breach of the States, of good character an tempt-
law. It is said that if this law is pass- rate habits, who can speak, read aid
ed the governor wi'l appoint three of write English. For information ap-
the most prominent men in Louisville pty to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
tc places upon it and that all the viond House, Paducah, Ky.
appointments will be nonpolitical in 
nature. The plan is not only to en- Notice Coal Dealers.
force the Sunday law, but to take Sealed Bids for coal for the city
the saloons permanent's+ out of poll- schools, about 15 car loads. Bids for
tics, lump and nut per bushel. Hand to
A material increase of the saloon President IN'illiamson by Sept. It
license in Louisville is also being con- 1906. W. H. PITCHER, Sec'y.
sidered. At present the saloon lic-
ense to the city is only $t5o a year
It is said that this may be increased SOUTHERN RAILWAY
to $5oo a year. This would mean an
immtdiate addition to the revenues of AND
the city of at least $acio.000 a year.
-The general Sunday-closing Jaw Queen 8( Crescent Route
will also be modified so that iti will
be plain what are necessities, and
DIRECT LINE TOthe stringency of the act will be re-
duced.
1"n the meantime the governor will CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
urge the mayor to enforce the Sun-
day law as it is written and keep KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
the lid on until this extra session
meets.
"A plan of creating a metropolitan Also to Asheville, Henderscmville,
police board, with two men from Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
etch of the political parties to be and many other resorts in the "Land
named by the governor upon it. in of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire"
place orthe Louisville Board of Saf- country of Western North Carolina.
et), is also being considered." offering a high altitude, bracing
amate, picturesque mountain scene'!"
Brief News of and splendid hotels.
The Churches
First Presbyterian.
Rev. Dr. W. E. Cave, the pastor
will preach tomorrow morning at the
First Presbyterian church. The sub-
ject of his discourse will be "The
Home Coming." There will be no
preaching at night.
Tenth Street Christian.
Services at the Tenth Street Chris-
tian will be held tomorrow as ful-
l( ws: Sunday school at 9:30 a. m. and
all teachers and scholars are urged
to be present. Communion services
a- 10:45 forenoon, after which A
meeting of the official board of the
church will be held, as many mat-
ters of importance are to be attend-
ed to. To these services and board
meeting all officers are urged to be
present and the public is invited.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
The only service% which wil be
lield tomorrow at the Mechanicsburg
Chcistian church will be the Sunday
school exercises to Occur at 2:30 in
the afternoon. As these exercises are
always full of interest and profitable
all are invited to attend them.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN,...Nv. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pau.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl. Pass.
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
Notice to Traveling Public.
Please take notice that outbound
passenger trains for Cairo and Brook-
port will not he stopped at Eleventh
and _Broadway. Inbound trains will
make this stop.
T. J. DONOVAN,
Agent, I. C. R. R.
FOR THE HORSE SHOW.
Mrs. H. S. Thixton of 1740 West
Clay St. is ready to receive orders fof
tissue paper flowers to be used in
decorating the children's carts and
traps for the Floral Parade in the
Horse Show. Prices reasonable
MRS. VICTOR VORIS.
They who go to the springs for a












We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
z 5 Horse Power Motor.
z 51/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.
z 10 Horse Power Motor.
1 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
uy your School Books early
YOU RUN NO RISK. .
If you should purchase something you do not4-need we will either ex-
change or refund the money.
A SPECIAL OFFER. We have several hundred lights to 1.tera•
ture, grammers, histories and music readers used about two months in
the Chicago schools. These are practically as good as new, and we can
save you quite a good deal on your purchases.
D. E WILSON AT HARBOUR'S STORE...




y—money loaned on all valuables at the ow est interest—all
business strictly confidential.
Just Received a Big Lot
of shot guns including all the high- grade makes such as L. C. Smiths--
Parker-La Feever etc. We have th Remington automatic shot gun.
Also BargainS in ab
kilnds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most omplete line of
musical instruments in the city. We also have a complete stock o
f traveling bags—prices are righlatz Rroadway
GENUINE TRADEWATER COAL REAL PITTSBURG
Lump 12c, Nut 11c. Lump 13c, Nut 12c.
Let us have your order now
est Kentucky Coal Co.
' .
Office Second and Ohio. • Bot.a Telephones 254.
